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History of Gangs In America 
The Influence of Population Migration 

Patterns on Gang Emergence 
 

Three large groups of early immigrants populated the Northeast and Midwest regions of the 
United States. According to Pincus and Erlich (1999), so-called old immigrants first came, 
predominantly from England and English territories, and also Dutch, German, Swedish, and 
Scandinavian peoples. In the second large wave, from 1865 to 1890, approximately 11 million 
immigrants arrived from mainly northern and western regions of Europe, especially Great 
Britain, Germany, and Scandinavia (Denmark, Norway, Sweden). The third group of 
immigrants from countries of southern and eastern Europe—the Poles, Italians, Austrians 
and many others—another 11 million or so, arrived from 1890 to 1930. Largely consisting of 
low-skilled, low-wage laborers, not unexpectedly, the three large immigrant surges 
overwhelmed the housing and welfare capacity of the young northeastern and midwestern 
cities, contributing directly to slum conditions and the accompanying crime problems, gangs 
included. Street gangs emerged from similar conditions of social disorganization in Chicago. 

In contrast, gangs initially grew out of the preexisting Mexican culture in the West region, 
and subsequent Mexican migrations continuously fueled their growth. 

Immigrant groups along the trail from Mexico to Los Angeles initially populated El Paso, 
Albuquerque, and Los Angeles. The migrants brought an embryo, or pre-gang, subculture 
called pachuco (Moore, 1978; Vigil, 1988, 1990) that quite likely began forming in El Paso 
(Moore, 2007a). Gang emergence in the South does not appear to have been grounded in any 
of the preexisting conditions found in the Northeast, Midwest, and West. 

 
 

Street Gang Emergence in the Northeast 

 
New York City‘s Ellis Island was the major port of entry to the United States. Dutch 
immigrants arrived first, in the early 1600s, and as Bourgois (2003) reports, they promptly 
stole Manhattan island from the indigenous people who inhabited the island and hunted and 
fished there. The Lower East Side of the city—particularly around the Five Points—later fell 
victim to rapid Irish immigration and ensuing political, economic, and social disorganization 
(Riis, 1902/1969). Bourgois (2003) also identifies Irish and Italian immigrants as early 
European settlers in East Harlem. Virtually all of the Puerto Ricans arrived there much later, 
mainly in the two decades following World War II. Street gangs on the East Coast 
developed in three phases. The first phase began after the American Revolution. These gang 
like groups were not seasoned criminals— only youth fighting over local turf. The beginning 
of serious ganging in New York City, 

the second phase, commenced a few years later, around 1820, when immigration began to 
pick up (Pincus & Erlich, 1999). 

 

A third wave of gang activity ensued in the 1930s and 1940s when Latino and Black 
populations began to arrive in large numbers. Soon, according to Gannon (1967), more than 
two-thirds of the New York gangs were Puerto Rican or Black. 
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First Period of New York City Gang Growth 

 
Three developments in particular appear to have contributed to the emergence of New York 
City‘s street gangs: (1) social disorganization in slum areas, (2) the establishment of 
greengrocery stores, and (3) the involvement of politicians in street gangs. The isolation and 
marginalization of early immigrants in the rapidly growing New York City may have 
prompted them to establish what Ley (1975) describes as ―a small secure area where group 
control [could] be maximized against the flux and uncertainty of the 

. . . city‖ . Conflict was therefore imminent, and street gangs grew in such environments, 
largely motivated by a desire to exercise some power or control over a chaotic environment. 
Nevertheless, these first gangs were largely inconsequential. 
The serious street gangs that first drove clearly defined stakes in the streets of New York in 
the late 18th century grew out of a second development, the establishment of greengrocery 
speakeasies that sold vegetables. However, in most cases, vegetable sales were nothing more 
than a front for the back room in which ―the fiery liquor of the period‖ was sold at lower prices 
than in the respectable saloons . As Adamson (1998) and Sante (1991) report, many of the 
older gang members were employed, mostly as common laborers including bouncers in 
saloons and dance halls, dockers, carpenters, sail makers, and shipbuilders. ―They engaged in 
violence, but violence was a normal part of their always-contested environment; turf warfare 
was a condition of the neighborhood‖ (Sante, 1991, p. 198). Barroom brawling was a common 
denominator. ―The majority of dives featured one or another of a variation of the basic setup: 
bar, dance floor, private boxes, prostitution, robbery‖ . Hagan (1995) asserts that these 
―deviance service centers‖ catered to the demand for illicit sex, alcohol, guns, protection, and 
even murder for hire. 

The first gang with a definite, acknowledged leadership—named the Forty Thieves and 
made up largely of local thieves, pickpockets, and thugs—formed around 1826 in the back 
room of Rosanna Peers‘s greengrocery (Haskins, 1974). The second gang 
that formed in the area, the Kerryonians, named themselves after the county in Ireland from 
which they originated. Other similar gangs quickly formed in the Five Points area, including the 
Chichesters, Roach Guards, Plug Uglies (named after their large plug hats), Shirt Tails 
(distinguished by wearing their shirts outside their trousers), and 

Dead Rabbits. Haskins (1974) explains how the Dead Rabbits were so-named when, ―at one 
of the gang‘s stormy meetings someone threw a dead rabbit into the center of the room. One 
of the squabbling factions accepted this as an omen and its members withdrew, forming an 
independent gang and calling themselves the Dead Rabbits‖ . 

Their battle symbol was a dead rabbit impaled on a pike. Haskins notes that in Five Points 
jargon, a rabbit was a super tough guy. 

 

The Irish Bowery Boys soon formed in a nearby area known as the Bowery. Battles between 
the Bowery Boys and Dead Rabbits (claiming more than 1,000 members each) were 
legendary, each of which was supported by smaller gangs they had spawned. These gangs 
out-manned police and both the National Guard and the regular army were summoned on 
occasion to quell the fights. Altogether, they waged as many as 200 battles with Five Points 
gangs over a span of 10 years, beginning in1834 (Asbury, 1927). A 2002 movie, Gangs of 
New York, vividly depicted these gangs, albeit with some exaggerations and distorted 
history. Shrewd politicians immediately recognized the potential asset that the street gangs 
might represent (Haskins, 1974). In the early 1830s, several politicians (ward and district 
leaders) bought grocery stores in Five Points and the saloons and dance halls in the Bowery, 
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the gathering places for the gangs. In return for their assured protection of the gangs‘ meeting 
places, and financial rewards offered to the gangs for their loyalty, gang leaders returned the 
favor by taking care of jobs like blackjacking political opponents and scaring unsupporting 
voters away from the polls. ―Nearly every shrewd ward and district leader had at least one 
gang working for him‖ . 

 
Sante (1991) suggests that the gangs were permitted to thrive, to kill each other and drink 
themselves to death, by authorities who willingly allowed the gangs to act as principal agents 
of natural selection in the slums of New York City. ―The gangs repaid this courtesy by 
demonstrating their mingled respect and derision for the world outside their turf through 
parody: parody of order, parody of law, parody of commerce, parody of progress‖. 

 
 

Second Period of New York City Gang Growth 

 
For 20 years following the Civil War, corruption and vice were rampant in New York City. 
Haskins (1974) pinpoints a governmental and political organization, Tammany Hall, at the 
center of much of the corruption—even aiding and abetting gang activity. Needless to say, 
gang membership grew enormously during this period: By 1855 it was estimated that there 
were at least 30,000 who owed allegiance to the gang leaders and, through them, to 
politicians of various factions. At every election the gangs burned ballot boxes, beat up 
ordinary citizens trying to exercise their right to vote, and themselves voted many times 
over. (pp. 34–35) Police were powerless to arrest gang members; they were also beaten 
when they attempted to guard polling places. By 1857, the city police force was so corrupt 
that the New York State Legislature intervened and replaced it. 

In the first decade of the 1900s, another 8.8 million immigrants reached the United States 
(Pincus & Ehrlich, 1999). The arrival of the Poles, Italians, Austrians, and other peoples in New 
York City during the period from 1890 to 1930 created even worse slum conditions (Riis, 
1902/1969). Inundated with immigrants, New York City could not provide enough homes for 
the enormous influx. Tenement houses were created as a temporary solution that became 
permanent. This ethnic succession continued into the 20th century. Sante (1991) elaborates on 
how economic conditions and the American drive for upward mobility particularly influenced 
this process. 

 

It was the harshness of economic conditions that mainly accounted for the overcrowding of 
Manhattan‘s neighborhoods and the succession of resident groups. As families bettered 
themselves economically, they would move to better living conditions. This signified 
advancement as assimilated Americans. In turn, newer immigrants would occupy the lower 
rung in society that advancing families vacated. ―Meanwhile, the physical fabric of the original 
slums rotted away even as they continued to be overpopulated, and nobody cared very much, 
not even the inhabitants, as long as they thought they had a chance to move elsewhere‖ (p. 22) 
Gangs and other criminal groups were virtually unfettered from forging their own wedges in 
the social and physical disorder. In fact, Asbury (1927) reports that around 1913, ―there were 
more gangs in New York than at any other period in the history of the metropolis‖ (p. 360). 

This shifted by 1916, when, according to Haskins (1974), police ―smashed‖ most of the large 
gangs in the first U.S. war on gangs. Police beat and arrested gang members, and criminal 
courts imprisoned more than 200 of the most important gang leaders. The gang action then 
moved to Chinatown and other outlying areas of New York City. 
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The Chinese began setting up their own highly structured tongs around 1860. Chin (1996, 
2000) suggests that these eventually put the street gangs to shame in running a criminal 
operation that controlled opium distribution, gambling, and political patronage. By the 1870s, 
highly organized Chinatown gangs had established a notable street presence as a result of 
their active involvement in extortion, robbery, debt collection, and protection of Asian-owned 
vice businesses. Sante (1991) describes how the Chinese immigrants established this influence 
early with no opposition, merging ―the functions, resources, and techniques of politicians, 
police, financiers, and gangsters (p. 226). Philadelphia and Boston could also lay claim to 
having substantial street gangs before the Civil War. Adamson (2000) asserts that 
Philadelphia‘s Public Ledger identified nearly 50 Philadelphia gangs between 1840 and 1870. 
These gangs persisted. Davis and Haller (1973) document how Blumin, a New York Tribune 
reporter, described the northern suburbs of Philadelphia in 1948 and 1949 as swarming with 
gangs. However, these gangs do not appear to have been well organized and certainly not as 
ferocious as the New York gangs. 

 
 

Third Period of New York City Gang Growth 

 
Beginning in the 1930s, the most intensive gang activity in New York City shifted from 
downtown (Manhattan) to both northern (Harlem and the Bronx) and southeastern (Brooklyn) 
locations in the metropolitan area. German and Irish Catholics already populated the northern 
areas of the city, and rural southern Italians arrived at the turn of the century, to face ethnic 
hostility from English Americans and the Irish in particular. Gangs were visible in East 
Harlem and that area would be a gang hot spot, although when they formed there is uncertain. 
Bourgois (2003) suggests that it was quite likely by the early 1900s, growing out of ethnic Irish 
and Italian clashes. 

 

Soon more African Americans would arrive, in the Great Migration of Blacks from the rural 
South northward between 1910 and 1930, making up 14% of New York City‘s population by 
the end of that period. By the time of World War II, Harlem was one of the first Black 
ghettos in America, and ―the area could not have been riper for the sprouting of street 
gangs‖ (Haskins, 1974, p. 80). 

More fighting gangs took root after the arrival of Latinos (from Central America, South 
America, and the Caribbean) in the 1930s and 1940s, who settled in areas of the city 
populated by European Americans—particularly in East Harlem, the South Bronx, and 
Brooklyn. Bourgois (2003) describes how the largest new group of immigrants, 1.5 million 
Puerto Ricans, ―were wrenched from sugar cane fields, shantytowns, and highland villages to 
be confined to New York City tenements and later to high-rise public housing projects in the 
two decades following World War II". 

By the 1940s, three-way race riots involved Italian Americans, Puerto Ricans, and African 
Americans in Harlem (Bourgois, 2003).2 Ethnic succession was a key precipitating factor. 
With the massive influx of Puerto Ricans, the previously fashionable countryside retreat for 
wealthy New Yorkers called East Harlem, later dubbed Italian Harlem, would soon be known 
as El Barrio, and informally as Spanish Harlem in reference to Puerto Ricans‘ Spanish culture 
and language heritage. (El Barrio in New York City now refers specifically to East Harlem.) 

 
In East Harlem, adolescent gang fights between Italians and Puerto Ricans were depicted 
vividly in Leonard Bernstein‘s classic musical West Side Story. Gang members appeared 
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younger than in the past, and primarily non-White (Black, Mexican American, and Latino).3 
Haskins (1974) contends the new gangs were more organized, better armed, and often 
involved in drug activity. Following another wave of Black migration beginning in the 1950s, 
some Black gangs were very prevalent in East Harlem and other segregated communities in 
New York City. By 1950 there were 800,000 Blacks in the city (Haskins, 1974). 

Overall, by this time, Gannon (1967) reports more than two-thirds of the New York gangs 
were Puerto Rican or Black. During this same period, a surging Hispanic/Latino population 
succeeded Whites across New York City, creating a preponderance of both all-minority and 
multiethnic neighborhoods (Lobo et al., 2002). More serious gang fights ensued in the late 
1950s, following a ―slum clearance‖ project that moved several thousand poor Puerto Rican 
and African American families into high-rise public housing in East Harlem, making it what 
Bourgois (2003) calls ―one of the most concentrated foci of dislocated poverty and anomic 
infrastructure in all of New York City‖ (p. 65). 

Throughout the 1940s to 1970s, a mixture of youth gangs remained in both the northern and 
southern areas of New York City. In the southernmost sections— Brooklyn, the South Bronx, 
and Chinatown—a variety of gangs had emerged (Sullivan, 1993). Originally comprised of 
Italians and Irish, the newer gangs in the South Bronx and Chinatown were populated by 
much older members involved in organized crime, and the Brooklyn (Sunset Park, largely 
poor Puerto Rican Latino) gangs were classic fighting youth gangs that drew widespread 
media attention for the large number of murders. 

 

The 1970s and 1980s brought another large wave of migrants to the United States, around 7 
million people, respectively (Pincus & Erlich, 1999). Sullivan (1993) asserts that during the 
1980s, many of the new immigrants into Brooklyn were Asian and non–Puerto Rican Latinos, 
especially Dominicans followed by Central and South Americans. The newer Hispanic groups 
began to succeed Puerto Ricans. ―In fact, by the late 1990s, Hispanics had replaced Blacks as 
the largest minority group in the city‖ (Lobo et al., 2002, p. 704). Overall, according to 
Bourgois (2003), 51% of Harlem residents were Latino/Puerto Rican, 39% were African 
Americans, and the remainders (only 10%) were Whites and other groups. 

 
 

Modern-Day Eastern Gangs 

 
New York City is no longer the epicenter of serious street gang activity in the Northeast, as 
was the case in the early 1900s. In the 1980s and 1990s, the New York Police Department 
(NYPD) successfully thwarted drug trafficking and associated violence among New York 
City‘s gangs (Hagedorn & Rauch, 2007). Nevertheless, many gangs remain active in the city. 
In the 1990s, post–World War II urban renewal, slum clearances, and ethnic migration 
pitted gangs of African American, Puerto Rican, and Euro-American youth against each other 
in battles in New York City to dominate changing neighborhoods, and to establish and 
maintain their turf and honor (Schneider, 1999). The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI, 
2009) shows a similar trend evident in the broader Northeast region, with increasing gang-
related violence as a result of competition among gangs for control of territories. 

Gradually, gang activity in this region expanded to include other New England states, 
particularly Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Connecticut. According to the FBI‘s (2009) 
intelligence reports, ―the most significant gangs operating in the East Region are Crip, Latin 
King, MS-13, Ñeta, and United Blood Nation‖ (p. 16). 
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Street Gang Emergence in the Midwest 

Chicago emerged as an industrial hub between the Civil War and the end of the 19th 
century. The city‘s capacity to produce gangs was enhanced when it recruited a massive 
labor force from the peasantry of southern and eastern Europe, becoming what Finestone 
(1976) calls ―a latter-day tower of Babel‖ (p. 6). Gangs that flourished in Chicago grew 
mainly from the same immigrant groups that populated the early serious street gangs of 
New York City. Polish and Italian gangs were the most numerous early gangs in Chicago. 

 
 
 
 
 

First Period of Chicago Gang Growth 
 

Chicago‘s street gangs developed among White immigrants along ethnic lines, mainly Irish, 
German, and Lithuanian (Thrasher, 1927/2000). While these were merely mischievous 
groups at first, by the 1860s, more menacing gangs of Irish and German youth had clubrooms 
in the basement of saloons. By the 1880s, large Irish gangs (e.g., the Dukies and the Shielders) 
exerted a powerful influence on the streets around the stockyards—robbing men leaving 
work, fighting among themselves, and terrorizing the German, Jewish, and Polish immigrants 
who settled there from the 1870s to the 1890s. These gangs fought constantly among 
themselves, but they occasionally united to battle nearby Black gangs. The Black immigrants 
had arrived following the U.S. Civil War, to escape the misery of Jim Crow laws and the 
sharecropper‘s life in the southern states. But serious Black gangs likely did not appear until 
the 1920s, and Perkins (1987) asserts that ―the impact of Black street gangs on the Black 
community was minimal, at best, prior to the 1940s‖ (pp. 19, 25). 

Soon street gangs became entrenched in the patronage networks operated by ward politicians 
(Adamson, 2000), and the city‘s gangs ―thrived on political corruption‖ (Moore, 1998, p. 76). 
Diamond (2005) further asserts that they stuffed ballot boxes and intimidated potential voters 
to ensure the elections of their political patrons. Moreover, Arrendondo (2004) claims the 
reigning Irish gang, Ragen‘s Colts, in marking the racialized boundaries of ―their‖ space, 
attacked both Mexican American and Black youth. Other White gangs also patrolled that 
area. ―Reportedly, young Irish men, particularly on the east side of the yards, applied violent 
tactics similar to those of Ragen‘s Colts, waylaying Mexicans and beating them up‖ (p. 406). 

Notorious criminals and rum-runners headed some of the early Chicago gangs 
(Thrasher, 1927/2000) and organized crime groups were very prevalent. Peterson (1963) 
identifies the Al Capone gang as most notable, while McKay describes how street gangs 
thrived ―in the very shadow of these institutions‖ (p. 36). 

In his 1927 book, Thrasher plotted on a map of the city the location of the 1,313 early gangs 
(with some 25,000 members ) that he found in Chicago.4 This exercise revealed Chicago‘s 
―gangland.‖ The heyday of Chicago‘s White ethnic gangs came to an end soon after 
Thrasher‘s research was completed, however. As Moore (1998) explains, ―The gangs of the 
1920s were largely a one-generation immigrant ghetto phenomenon‖ (p. 68). 

 
 

Second Period of Chicago Gang Growth 
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Mexican American and Black gangs became prominent in the second period of Chicago gang 
growth. None of the Chicago gangs that Thrasher (1927/2000) classified in the 1920s was of 
Mexican descent and only 7% (63 gangs) were Black. This rapidly changed, beginning in the 
1940s, after massive migration of both groups into Chicago. Although some Mexican 
Americans already had a continuous presence in Chicago (Valdés, 1999), the first major wave 
of Mexican migration occurred during the years 1919 to 1939. According to Arredondo 
(2004), it was instigated by the revolutionary period in Mexico and new employment 
opportunities in Chicago, particularly in the meatpacking and steel industries. 

 
 

Soon, Mexican immigrants spread into two Chicago communities that had long been settled 
by the Irish, Germans, Czecs, and Poles (Pilsen and Little Village), wherein Spergel (2007) 
suggests Mexican American gangs grew to join the ranks of the most violent gangs in the 
city. By the 1940s, the Mexican migration into Chicago had swelled, and it reached 56,000 by 
1960, prompting residents to dub the city as the ―Mexico of the Midwest.‖ Partly in response 
to what Diamond (2005) tags as growing racial and ethnic violence, Black, Puerto Rican, and 
Mexican American gangs proliferated in the late 1950s. 

Between 1910 and 1930, during the Great Migration of more than a million Blacks from the 
rural South to the urban North for jobs, Chicago gained almost 200,000 Black residents 
(Marks, 1985; B. Miller, 2008), giving the city an enormous urban Black population—along 
with New York City, Cleveland, Detroit, Philadelphia, and other Northeast and Midwest 
cities. Cureton (2009) traces the origin of Chicago‘s serious Black street gangs to this 
peoples‘ segregated residency in inner-city areas, beginning in the early 1900s. Black gangs 
likely formed to counter the aggressive White youth, but these relatively unorganized 
groups at first were no match for the well-organized, all White gangs that were centered in 
their athletic clubs. Perkins (1987) directly attributes the race riot of 1919—in which Black 
males united to confront hostile White gang members who were terrorizing the Black 
community—to gang formation. 

Diamond (2005) also believes Black, Puerto Rican, and Mexican American gangs alike 
proliferated in the late 1950s partly in response to growing racial and ethnic violence. 

From 1940 to 1950, the Chicago Black population nearly doubled, from 278,000 to nearly 
500,000 (B. Miller, 2008). Most of the immigrant Blacks in Chicago settled in the area known 
as the Black Belt (a 30-block stretch of dilapidated housing along State Street on the south 
side), where abject poverty was concentrated. To alleviate the housing shortage and better the 
lives of poor city residents, from 1955 to 1968 the 

Chicago Housing Authority (CHA) constructed 21,000 low-income family apartments (90% of 
which were in high-rise buildings), the best known of which is Robert Taylor Homes. 
Venkatesh (2000, 2008) reports that this complex consisted of 28 16-story buildings in 
uniform groups of two and three along a 2-mile stretch from the industrial area near 
downtown into the ghetto. Believed to be the biggest public housing project in the world, 
Robert Taylor Homes housed approximately 30,000 poor people, and 90% of the adults 
reported welfare as their sole source of support. In time, the public housing high-rises became 
gang incubators and drug turf battlegrounds. This setting not only provided a strong base 
for gangs, but also brought them into regular and direct contact. Gangs grew stronger in the 
buildings, and also in several instances took control of them, literally turning them into high-
rise forts. Venkatesh (2008) notes, ―Most remarkably, law enforcement officials deemed 
Robert Taylor Homes too dangerous to patrol‖ (p. 36) and this particular high-rise was widely 
recognized as ―the hub of Chicago‘s gang and drug problem‖ (p. 37). Gang wars erupted, and 
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Chicago‘s largely Black gang problem ―exploded‖ in the 1960s, a period of increased gang 
―expansion and turbulence‖ in Chicago (Perkins, 1987, p. 74). 

Cureton (2009) identifies three major Black street gang organizations formed in 
Chicago during the latter years of 1950s and early 1960s: the Devil‘s Disciples, 

P-Stones, and Vice Lords. Two of these gangs, the Vice Lords and the Black P-Stone 
Nation/Black Stone Rangers, were created in the Illinois State Reformatory School at Saint 
Charles (p. 353). 

 
 
 
 

Established in 1960, the Devil‘s Disciples gang splintered into three warring factions 
between 1960 and 1973: the Black Disciples, Black Gangster Disciples, and Gangster 
Disciples (p. 354). Gang wars occurred frequently among these large gangs in the late 1960s 
(Block, 1977; Block & Block, 1993). Perkins describes some of the implications: By the early 
sixties, Chicago‘s Black street gangs had grown to such proportions that they not only posed 
a threat to themselves but to the Black community as well…[These gangs] were being 
perceived as predators who preyed on whomever they felt infringed on their lust for power 
[and] they turned to more criminal activities‘ and the control of turf became their number 
one priority.… by controlling turf, gangs were able to exercise their muscles to extort monies 
from businesses and intimate the Black community. (p. 32) Perkins adds that those who dared 
resist often found themselves in confrontational situations that usually led to intimidation, 
threats, or bodily harm. ―In fact, in some communities, it got to the point where being a gang 
member was the safest thing to do‖ (p. 32). 

Racial unrest also contributed to rapid gang growth in Chicago. ―The Civil Rights 
Movement was advocating nonviolence, racial pride, and unity. But black students who were 
having nonviolent demonstrations in the South had little influence on black street gang 
members [in Chicago] who were having their own distinctly more violent demonstrations‖ 
(Perkins, 1987, p. 29). The rise of the Black Panthers instilled Black pride, and their demise 
stirred resentment. Diamond (2001) describes how the Black gangs that were prevalent in 
Chicago in the 1960s ―lived and acted in a world that overlapped with that of other youths 
[and the gang members] were surely participants 

in a street culture‖ that promoted racial empowerment and racial unity (p. 677). The youth 
subculture was a ready source of distinctive clothing, hairstyles, music, and other symbols 
including clenched fists. 

 
 

Modern-Day Midwest Gangs 

 
In the mid-1970s, Latino gangs, Black gangs, and Caucasian gangs in Chicago formed loose 
alliances such as the People and the Folk. The remaining gangs were independents, and were 
not aligned with either of these groups. Until recent years, these alliances were respectfully 
maintained on Chicago‘s streets and the People and the Folk were strong rivals. ―Now, 
although street gangs still align themselves with the People and the Folk, law enforcement 
agencies all seem to agree that these alliances mean little‖ (Chicago Crime Commission, 2006, 
p. 11). Nevertheless, Cureton (2009) explains, ―the Chicago style of gangsterism stretches to 
Gary, Indiana, and Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where alliances are fragile enough to promote 
interracial mistrust and solid enough to fuel feuds lasting for decades‖ (p. 354). But Maxson 
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(1998) contends that few, if any, of these situations can be attributed to gang expansion. 

 
Traditional Chicago gangs still have the strongest presence in the Midwest region. The most 
recent chapter in Chicago gang history is the proliferation of gangs to suburban areas. By 
2006, the Chicago Crime Commission (2006) reports 19 gang turfs were scattered around 
Chicago, throughout Cook County. 

 
 
 
 

Other cities in this region that have extensive gang activity include Cleveland, Detroit, Joliet, 
Kansas City, Minneapolis, Omaha, and St. Louis. According to the FBI (2009), Mexican 
American gangs with ties to the Southern California–based Mexican Mafia (La Eme) prison 
gang have established a presence in the central region and are attempting to expand their 
influence there. Hispanic Sureños‘ 13 members have also been reported in the region. 

 
 

Street Gang Emergence in the West 

 
The existence of the Mexican population in the United States dates back to the 16th century, 
when people of Indian, Spanish, Mexican, and Anglo backgrounds inhabited a broad region 
that was then northern Mexico and is currently the American Southwest, encompassing parts 
of present-day Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah. Telles and Ortiz (2008) 
note that Mexicans constitute the largest contemporary immigrant group and also largest 
immigrant group in American history. 

Ganglike groups are said to have first appeared in the West region as early as the 1890s 
(Redfield, 1941; Rubel, 1965). Both Moore (1978, 1991) and Vigil (1990, 1998), widely 
recognized experts on Mexican American gang origins, suggest that the precursors of urban 
gangs in the West region were the palomilla (meaning literally, flock of doves). These are 
best described as small groups of young Mexican men that formed out of what Rubel (1965) 
calls a ―male cohorting tradition,‖ first reported in south Texas in the early 1900s. These 
nascent gangs, according to Vigil (1998), grew within Mexican culture along the immigration 
trail that originated in Mexico and continued along a route through El Paso and 
Albuquerque, and onward to Los Angeles (Vigil, 1998). Seemingly coalesced under urban 
social pressures, the first Mexican Los Angeles gangs, that Bogardus called ―boy gangs‖ in 
1926, clearly were patterned after the palomilla (Moore, 1978; Vigil, 1990, 1998). 

Mexican immigration was greatly accelerated as a result of the Mexican Revolution (1910–
1920), Mexico‘s new rail system, and the labor needs of the Southwest and the Midwest. 
Telles and Ortiz (2008) documented these three factors combined to draw 700,000 legal 
Mexican immigrants to the United States from 1911 to 1930. The trail from Mexico to Los 
Angeles would come to resemble a well-traveled road, with a multigeneration tradition of 
migration to and from Mexico and the United States. In fact, Vigil (1998) contends that events 
leading to the presence of Mexican street gangs in Los Angeles and the entire West region 
began long before the first gangs appeared there. Following the end of the war between the 
United States and Mexico, under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (in 1848), the Mexican 
government ceded a large southwestern region to the U.S. Mexican citizens in the area now 
known as California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, Texas; residents in parts of New Mexico and 
Colorado also became naturalized U.S. citizens. Even though they were naturalized citizens, 
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the Mexicans became alienated in their own homeland. Valdez (2007) explains: 

Many Mexican street gang members felt—and still feel—that the United States stole this 
part of their country from their ancestors.… 

 
 

They often were treated as second-class citizens and were told to go back to their home, 
Mexico. In their mind, they were home, but now [their homeland] was part of the United 
States because of the annexation. They were in a country where they were not wanted, but 
they could not return to Mexico because of their new status with the United States. (p. 94) 
The unwelcoming surroundings prompted the Mexican Americans to form barrios and rural 
colonias (colonies) to protect and maintain ethnic traditions (Vigil, 1998). 

 
 

First Period of Los Angeles Gang Growth 

 
Two forces served to incubate street gangs of Mexican origin in Los Angeles and in other 
Western cities: physical and cultural ―marginalization‖ (Vigil, 1988, 2002, 2008). The barrios 
in which the earliest and most firmly established gangs developed were welldemarcated 
settlements of Mexican immigrants. Moore (1993) asserts that the Mexican American gangs 
in the barrios (neighborhoods) of East Los Angeles typically formed in adolescent friendship 
groups in the 1930s and 1940s, although Bogardus (1926) suggests  the first ones appeared in 
the 1920s. Moore (1993) and Vigil (1993) both believe conflict with groups of youth in other 
barrios, school officials, police, and other authorities solidified them as highly visible groups. 
This intense bonding to barrios and gangs is unique to Los Angeles and other southwestern 
cities. Vigil and Long (1990) explain: ―Each new wave of immigrants has settled in or near 
existing barrios and created new ones, [providing] a new generation of poorly schooled and 
partially acculturated youths from which the gangs draw their membership‖ (p. 56). 

Thus, isolationism and stigmatization were major contributing factors to gang growth and 
expansion. 
This history is not all that distinguishes Mexican American gangs from those in New York 
and Chicago. Another main difference Adamson (1998, 2000) notes is that gangs in these two 
cities emanated from conflicts with other racial/ethnic groups, whereas the first Mexican 
American gangs drew enormous strength from their own ethnic history. A second main 
difference is that the Mexican American gangs in the West region did not grow out of severe 
social disorganization, as appeared to be the case in the evolutionary history of New York and 
Chicago gangs. Generally speaking, Moore and Pinderhughes (1993) emphasize that poverty 
did not become as concentrated in Mexican American neighborhoods in Los Angeles as in 
Chicago or New York City. But, Wilson (1987) adds that later in Chicago, abject poverty and 
racism undergirded Mexican American gangs. 

 
 

Second Period of Los Angeles Gang Growth 

 
Following a hiatus during the Great Depression, Mexican immigration accelerated again, 
beginning in the early 1950s, bringing what Tells and Ortiz (2008) pinpoint as almost 1.4 
million more persons by 1980. The Mexican-origin population in the United States grew from 
2.5 million to 8.7 million during this period. The Los Angeles area received the most Mexican 
immigrants. 
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Indeed, ―Los Angeles has long been the Latino ‗capital‘ of the United States, housing more 
people of Mexican descent than most cities in Mexico‖ (Moore & Vigil, 1993, p. 27). 

Two other historic events proved pivotal in the growth of Mexican American gangs in the 
West: the Sleepy Lagoon murder and the zoot suit riots. Sleepy Lagoon was a popular 
swimming hole in what is now East Los Angeles. A Mexican youngster was killed there in 
1942, and members of the 38th Street Mexican American gang were arrested and charged 
with murder by the Los Angeles Police Department. 

Unfortunately, the criminal trial resembled a ―kangaroo court,‖ in which five of the gang 
members were convicted and sentenced to prison. Al Valdez (2007) details the magnitude of 
this event: ―Mexican street gangs changed forever because of these convictions. The jail 
sentences also acted as a glue to unite the Mexican community in a common cause, a fight 
against class distinction based on prejudice and racism, a fight against the establishment‖ (p. 
98). The 38th Street gang members‘ cause continued in prison. They maintained their dignity 
and ―demonstrated a type of gang pride and resolve never seen before. These behaviors also 
elevated the incarcerated 38th Street gang members to folk hero status in the Mexican 
community. The street gang members especially held them in high esteem‖ (p. 99). 

The zoot suit riots had a similar unifying effect for Mexican Americans and fueled gang 
recruitment. Zoot suits were a fashionable clothing trend in the late 1920s and popularized in 
the nightclubs of Harlem. The exaggerated zoot suit included an oversized jacket with wide 
lapels and shoulders, and baggy pants that narrowed at the ankles, typically accompanied by a 
wide-brimmed hat. The style traveled west and south into Mexico and, most likely, was 
introduced into California via the El Paso Mexican street gang population. According to Katz 
and Webb (2006), by 1943, the Anglo community, the police, and the media began to view the 
zoot suiters as a savage group that presumably had attacked vulnerable White women and was 
also said to be responsible for several local homicides. Vigil (2002) elaborates that military 
personnel on leave and citizen mobs chased and beat anyone wearing a zoot suit—Chicano and 
Black youth alike—during a 5-day riotous period. 

 
 

Third Period of Los Angeles Gang Growth 

 
n this third stage, the development of Black gangs in Los Angeles follows a pattern that is 
similar to the emergence of Black gangs in Chicago. As in Chicago, Harrrison (1999) shows a 
pattern of south-to-north Black migration in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. Cureton (2009) 
believes this subsequently fueled the growth of Black gangs in Los Angeles, stating, 
―Southern Blacks were simply looking for a better life, and the West was considered the land 
of prosperity because of employment opportunities in factories‖ (p. 355). Instead, institutional 
inequality (in housing, education, and employment) and restrictive housing covenants 
legalized in the 1920s rendered much of Los Angeles off-limits to most minorities (Alonso, 
2004; Cureton, 2009). Black residents challenged these covenants, leading to violent clashes 
between White social clubs and clusters of Black youth. 
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Cureton explains, ―Fear of attack from Whites was widespread and this intimidation led to the 
early formation of Black social street clubs aimed at protecting Black youths against 
persistent White violence directed at the Black community‖ (p. 664). 
Alonso (2004) documents Black gang formation in Los Angeles principally in two phases: in 
the late 1940s and in the 1970s. Several observers report that Black Los Angeles gangs 
formed in the late 1940s, as a defensive response to White violence in the schools. Vigil (2002) 
reports the first racial gang wars to have occurred ―at Manual Arts High in 1946, at Canoga 
Park High in 1947, and at John Adams Junior High in 1949‖ (p. 68). Quite likely, many of 
these Black gangs and others initially formed in the marginal areas of communities, typically 
close to Whites, which permitted the Black gangs to draw more members. ―Black youths 
were thus able to vie with whites over the social space of the schools and entertainment 
areas‖ (p. 68). In the second phase, the effects of residential segregation (particularly in public 
housing projects), police brutality, and racially motivated violence in the aftermath of the 
1960s civil rights conflicts ―created a breeding ground for gang formation in the early 1970s‖ 
(Alonso, 2004, p. 659). Unlike the Mexican American gangs, which were located in 
geographically restricted barrios, territorial boundaries were less important to the Black 
gangs, allowing them to encompass a wider area, creating gangs that were more 
confederations than single entities (Vigil, 2002). Thus, it is not surprising that the gangs that 
grew in the 1950s and 1960s were far more serious gangs than the earlier ones. Vigil (1988) 
explains that beginning as early as 1940, low-income housing projects helped to curb social 
problems for impoverished Los Angeles families, but these large-scale settlements also 
contributed to gang growth among Black and Mexican youths alike. Five such projects in 
East Los Angeles have become barrios in their own right. But Black gangs appear to have 
evolved principally out of Black–White racial conflicts, and Black clubs that played a central 
role in developing resistance strategies to counter White intimidation. ―As white clubs began 
to fade from the scene, eventually the black clubs, which were first organized as protectors of 
the community, began to engage in conflicts with other black clubs. Black gang activity 
[soon] represented a significant proportion of gang incidents‖ across Los Angeles (Alonso, 
2004, p. 665). 

Cureton (2009) attributes the Black civil rights movement (1955 to 1965) to an underclass-
specific, socially disorganized, and isolated Black community. Alonso (2004) elaborates: The 
end of the 1960s was the last chapter of the political, social, and civil rights movement by 
Black groups in LA, and a turning point away from the development of positive Black identity 
in the city.…[But the] deeply racialized context coincided with the resurgence of new 
emerging street groups [between 1970 and 1972]. (p. 668) According to Davis (2006), this 
occurred in large part because of poverty and high unemployment rates that were most 
prevalent amongst Black youth. The emergence of a wide variety of street groups also 
expanded the base of Black gangs into two camps, Crips and Bloods, yet there are competing 
accounts of how Bloods and Crips gangs formed. Prominent among these is Cureton‘s (2009) 
research, indicating former Black Panther president Bunchy Carter and Raymond Washington 
formed the Crips in 1969 out of disappointment with the failure of the Black Panther Party to 
achieve its goals. 

 
 

According to Cureton, the Crips originally were organized to be a community self-help 
association; however, following Carter‘s death, the Crips‘s leadership shifted its focus to ―drug 
(marijuana, PCP, and heroin) and gun (Uzi, AK-47, and Colt AR-15 assault rifles) sales that 
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involved much violence and crime‖ (p. 356). Street gang feuds soon erupted. Neighborhood 
groups who opposed the Crips formed an umbrella organization to unify themselves. 
Regardless of the disputed formation, the Crips and Bloods began to emulate the territory-
marking practices that the early Los Angeles Mexican American gangs developed (Valdez, 
2007). Crips wore blue clothing; the Bloods chose red. Both the Bloods and the Crips drew 
large memberships in the public housing projects built in the 1950s. Valdez (2002) reports 
Blacks made up nearly 95% of the membership of these two gangs, whose presence, according 
to Alonso (2004), quickly spread into other areas of South Los Angeles, including Compton 
and Inglewood. ―Crip identity took over the streets of South L.A. and swept Southside schools 
in an epidemic of gang shootings and street fights by 1972,‖ first involving 18 Black gangs, 
that multiplied to 60 by 1978 and to 270 throughout Los Angeles County by the 1990s (p. 
669). 

Mexican American gangs also steadily grew in number during this period, fueled by three 
historical developments: the Vietnam War, the War on Poverty, and the Chicano movement 
of the 1960s and 1970s (Acuna, 1981). Vigil (1990) contends that the Vietnam War depleted 
the barrios of a generation of positive role models. The ending of the War on Poverty 
eliminated jobs and increased marginalization. Perhaps most important, the Chicano civil 
rights movement ―brought attention to the overall plight of the Mexican-American people, 
particularly long-suffering barrio populations‖ (p. 126). Moore and Vigil (1993) assert that its 
climax occurred with regionwide participation in the Chicano Moratorium march in East Los 
Angeles on August 29, 1970: ―The event ended in death and destruction: a crowd dispersed 
by police and tear gas reacted by looting and destroying stores in the commercial section of 
East Los Angeles‖ (p. 37). In the meantime, major demographic shifts occurred throughout 
the greater Los Angeles area as another surge of Mexican immigrants that arrived in the 
1960s joined the other Latino groups that began migrating to Los Angeles in the late 1970s: 
These first-generation residents have replaced heretofore Black and third-generation Latino 
ghettos and barrios, respectively; established new barrios in multistoried downtown 
apartments while making over the downtown shopping district; and generally transformed 
the spatial and social fabric of greater Los Angeles. (Vigil, 1990, pp. 

126–27). 
The Los Angeles gang culture soon began to draw the attention of youth in nearby cities. By 
the 1970s, according to Miller (1982/2992), street gangs had emerged in most populated 
areas across California. The Bloods became particularly strong in the Black communities in 
South Central Los Angeles—especially in places on its periphery such as Compton—and in 
outlying communities such as Pacoima, Pasadena, and Pomona (Alonso, 2004; Vigil, 2002). 
By 1972, Vigil (2002) reports there were 18 Crips and Bloods gangs in Los Angeles, and 
these were the largest of the more than 500 active gangs in the city in the 1970s. 

 
 

Modern-Day Western Gangs 

 
Southern California has produced four gang forms that have gained national prominence in 
the past two decades: (1) the traditional Black Bloods and Crips, (2) a mixture of prison gangs, 
(3) the highly publicized Mexican American 18th Street gang and Salvadorian Mara 
Salvatrucha gang—both of which are viewed by the media and federal agencies to be 
transnational gangs, and (4) Asian gangs. By the 1980s, Black gangs had become ―a major 
street force‖ (Vigil, 2002, p. xvi), and the gangs and other street groups melded the gang 
culture with crack dealing and consumption in the ghettos of South Central Los Angeles in 
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the 1980s (Cockburn & St. Clair, 1998). This development expanded the visibility of both 
Black and Mexican American street gangs and quickly drew media (Campbell & Reeves, 1994) 
and police attention (GAO, 1996). Today, this visibility has led, according to Valdez (2007), to 
all West Coast Black street gang members affiliating themselves with the Bloods or Crips. 
Many other gangs and naïve youth across the America mimic them and adopt their symbols 
and other elements of their gang culture. This phenomenon is equally pronounced—if not 
more so—among Mexican American gangs (Martinez, Rodriguez, & Rodriguez, 1998; Vigil, 
2002). 

Several prison gangs have gained notoriety in the West region in the past two decades. The 
Mexican Mafia is one of the oldest such gangs, having formed in California prisons in the 
late 1950s (FBI, 2009). (See Chapter 7 for a brief history of this gang and others in the West 
and Southwest regions.) Altogether, the Mexican Mafia is said to control approximately 
50,000 to 75,000 California Sureños gang members and associates (GAO, 2010). The 
significant street and prison gangs operating in the West and Pacific regions (particularly 
California, Nevada, and Hawaii) are La Eme, 18th Street, Mara Salvatrucha, and Nuestra 
Familia, (FBI, 2009). The most prominent Mexican American gangs among these are 18th 
Street, La Eme, and Nuestra Familia. The FBI considers the California-based Mexican Mafia 
(La Eme) to be one of seven major prison gangs. (The others are Aryan Brotherhood, Barrio 
Azteca, Black Guerrilla Family, Hermanos de Pistoleros Latinos, Mexikanemi—also known 
as Texas Mexican Mafia or Emi—and Ñeta.) The Government Accountability Office (GAO, 
2010) classifies the main criminal activities of prison gangs as assault, carjacking, homicide, 
robbery, distributing illegal drugs within the prison system and on the streets, and extortion 
of drug distributors outside prison. Decker (2007) describes the incidence of prison crimes 
connected to the outside: ―Many incidents in prison [are] linked to the street and many 
incidents of street violence [are] linked to prison violence‖ (p. 399). 

Los Angeles gang culture produced two gangs that have been called transnational gangs and 
no other street gangs exceed them in generating widespread public fear. These are the 
notorious 18th Street Mexican American gang, and Mara Salvatrucha, a Salvadorian Los 
Angeles gang. There is no single definition of a transnational gang. 

Franco (2008b) cites one or more of the following characteristics in various definitions: 

 
• Such gangs are criminally active and operational in more than one country. 

• Criminal activities gang members commit in one country are planned, directed, and 
controlled by gang leaders in another country. 

 
 
 
 

• Such gangs tend to be mobile and adapt to new areas. 

• The criminal activities of such gangs tend to be sophisticated and transcend 

borders. (p. 2) 
For a gang to be considered transnational, Franco (2008b) suggests that it should have more 

than one of the preceding characteristics; however, this rule is not followed in much of the 
literature and media coverage which characterizes gangs as transnational merely because 
they are present in more than one country. Both the 18th Street Mexican American gang and 
Mara Salvatrucha have been said to be involved to some extent with major drug cartels in 
Central America and Mexico, but more likely only along the U.S.– Mexico border. (These 
gangs are described in more detail in Chapter 7.) The West region is also known for its Asian 
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gangs that grew there in the 1990s and first decade of the 21st century among Filipinos, 
Koreans, Samoans, and Southeast Asians (Cambodians, Thais, and Vietnamese) (Al Valdez, 
2007; Vigil, 2002; Vigil & Yun, 1990). Among these immigrant groups, the Vietnamese gangs 
seem to have drawn the most attention, because of their nonterritorial style, avoidance of 
monikers, and fluid structure (incessant changing membership). Vigil (2002) notes that these 
features contrast them sharply with typical Black and Mexican American gangs, while Al 
Valdez (2007) explains they also can be highly mobile, using their networked connections 
with one another to execute multicity and multistate robberies. 

 
 

Street Gang Emergence in the South 

 
The broad South region emerged much later than other regions as an important gang 
territory. First, it lacked a central large city that could have provided a springboard for gang 
growth. For many years, as Tells and Ortiz (2008) note, San Antonio was the only large city, 
but it was too isolated to extend its gang influence. Second, the early immigrant groups were 
dispersed across the area. Hence, Miller (1982/1992) concludes gang activity likely did not 
emerge in the southern states prior to the 1970s. Toward the end of that decade, only six 
southern cities reported gang activity— Dallas, Texas; Durham, North Carolina; Fort Worth, 
Texas; New Orleans, Louisiana; Miami, Florida; and San Antonio, Texas. Among these cities, 
only Miami and San Antonio were considered to have a moderately serious gang problem at 
that time. Actually, Dallas, San Antonio, St. Louis, Fort Worth, and Miami reported a greater 
problem with disruptive local groups than gangs in the 1970s. 

However, before the end of the 20th century, Miller (1982/1992) claims the South region 
matched the other major regions in the prevalence of gang activity. Several southern states 
saw sharp increases in the number of new gang counties by 1995: Florida (23%), South 
Carolina (15%), Alabama (12%), and Texas (8%). From the 1970s through 1995, the South 
region led the nation in the number of new gang cities, a 32% increase, versus increases of 
26% in the Midwest, 6% in the Northeast, and 3% in the West. In addition, gang activity 
emerged in multiple cities in a number of southern counties by 1995, including Dallas County, 
Texas (18 cities); Broward County, Florida (15 cities); Palm Beach County, Florida (11 cities); 
Dade County, Florida (8 cities); and St. Louis County, Missouri (6 cities).  

 

Texas is particularly noted for its prison gangs. Vogel (2007) asserts the two bestknown 
Mexican prison gangs are the Texas Syndicate and Mexican Mafia, and have been for decades. 
A third major Texas prison gang, Tango Blast, was established inside 
Texas‘s state prisons during the early 1990s to shield inmates from other prison gangs (FBI, 
2009; Vogel, 2007). A unique feature of Tango Blast is its lateral organizational structure, 
which is divided up by cities, or hometowns, for expansive protection. The Houstone Tango 
Blast prison gang is the overall fastest growing gang in Houston, with a current membership 
of 2,759 documented members, and its membership extends into 12 of 17 nearby counties 
(Houston Intelligence Support Center, 2010). 

Houston emerged in the past decade as a major gang center in the South. In addition to 
Tango Blast and Houstone Tango Blast, the Latin Disciples is another regional gang that 
operates in Houston, along with more than 20 local gangs that present a significant threat, 
according to the Houston Multi-Agency Gang Task Force (n.d.). 

Aside from Houstone Tango Blast, the Houston Intelligence Support Center (2010) identifies 
the next largest gangs in the city as the 52 Hoover Crips, 59 Bounty Hunters, Southwest 
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Cholos, Bloods (general), Mara Salvatrucha, 59 Piru, Treetop Piru, and La Primera—each with 
more than 300 members. 

 
 

Another Wave of Immigrant Groups 

 
The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 ended the national quotas on foreigners in the 
United States. This led to a shift in immigration to the states, from European origins to 
Central and South America and Asia (Bankston, 1998). The next 25 years 
brought in a many groups of Asians (Cambodians, Filipinos, Koreans, Samoans, Thais, 
Vietnamese, and others) and Latin Americans (Colombians, Cubans, Dominicans, Ecuadorians, 
Mexicans, Panamanians, Puerto Ricans, and others) (W. Miller, 2001)— altogether about 16.6 
million people of all nationalities (Pincus & Erlich, 1999). Native American gangs also would 
emerge much later (Bell & Lim, 2005; Major et al., 2004). In 1975, Miller concluded the 
majority of gangs in America were no longer White, with various European backgrounds. By 
the late 1980s, the children of many American-born or Americanized parents among the new 
immigrants, dubbed ―the new second generation‖ of the post-1960s immigrant groups 
(principally Asian and Latin Americans) had reached adolescence or young adulthood (Portes 
& Rumbaut, 1995; Portes & Zhou, 1993), and many of them joined gangs. Studies show that 
because of the successful assimilation early European migrant groups into American society, 
gangs virtually disappeared by the third generation (Telles & Ortiz, 2008; Waters, 1999). 
This has not been the case with Mexican Americans. With each generation, familiarity with 
the gang lifestyle increased and thus gang involvement grew, at least through the fourth 
generation (Telles & Ortiz, 2008). Overall, the fact that emergence of Black gangs occurred 
more rapidly in those three regions than in the South leads Alba and Ne (2003) to strongly 
suggest that failed or prohibited assimilation of Black families into American society was a 
main factor contributing to gang involvement. 

 

Continuous immigration has produced more hybrid gangs. Greater prevalence of ethnic 
churning— the process of racial/ethnic transition in a neighborhood and changes in the 
proportions of each racial/ethnic group (Pastor, Sadd, & Hipp, 2001)—surely contributes to 
more multiracial gangs that have been reported recently (Esbensen et al., 2008). 

 
 

Hybrid Gangs 

 
By the 1980s, law enforcement began reporting hybrid gangs. These are distinguished in 
particular by racial/ethnic mixing (Al Valdez, 2007; Starbuck, Howell, & Lindquist 2001). No 
doubt, as Telles and Ortiz (2008) note, immigrant groups that came to the United States in 
the past 40 years have contributed significantly to racial/ 

ethnic mixtures seen in street gangs, with each successive generation. In a recent multicity 
survey, Esbensen and fellow researchers (2008) found that about one-quarter of White and 
Black youth said their gangs had members with other racial/ethnic origins. 

Hybrid gangs were first documented by David Starbuck, then a sergeant in the Kansas City 
Missouri Police Department Gang Unit, in the Midwest in the early 1980s (Starbuck et al., 
2001). Once he began observing hybrid gangs in Kansas City, Starbuck came to the 
realization that the city was ―a textbook example of a locality experiencing gang migration. 
Located in almost the geographical center of the continental United States, Kansas City 
[soon] had approximately 5,000 documented 
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gang members and affiliates and numerous Chicago- and California-style gangs in the 
metropolitan area‖ (Personal communication, May 5, 2009). Motivated to come to Kansas 
City for drug trafficking opportunities, they brought with them the gang culture from their 
cities of origin: Now hundreds of cities and towns across the United States report the 
presence of gangs that bear names of old time large LA gangs such as Rollin 60s Crip, 
Inglewood Family Gangster Bloods etc., or Chicago origin gangs such as Latin Kings and 
Gangster Disciples. 

However, a large percentage of these gangs have little or no real connection to the original 
gangs and often put their own variations into the way they operate. (Personal communication, 
May 5, 2009) By the latter part of the 1990s, a hybrid gang culture was evident in a number 
of jurisdictions across the United States (Howell, Egley, & Gleason, 2002; Starbuck et al., 
2001). Indeed, as Maxson (1998) reports, this is largely attributable to widespread population 
movement of families for social reasons; Egley, Howell, and Major (2006) find that a majority 
of law enforcement agencies report hybrid gangs across all population sizes, indicating a 
nationwide prevalence of these types of gangs. In addition, Al Valdez (2007) notes certain 
large-scale gangs even have a mixture of race/ethnicities such as the Los Angeles 18th Street 
gang. 

Chettleburgh (2003) concludes hybrid gangs are also common in Canada. 
 

 

Furthermore, Van Gemert, Lien, and Peterson (2008) document hybrid gangs in some 
European countries, with racial and ethnic migration along with diffusion of the gang culture, 
also a very important factor. 
Jankowski‘s (1991) participant observation study of 37 gangs in New York, Boston, and Los 
Angeles over a 11-year period (1978–1989) found distinctive gangs of a wide variety of 
ethnicities including Black, Jamaican, Puerto Rican, Dominican, Mexican American, Central 
American, and Irish. Several of the gangs were comprised of ethnic mixtures: Blacks with 
Puerto Ricans, Mexican Americans with Central Americans, and Irish with other Whites. In 
sum, the U.S. hybrid gangs tend to have the following nontraditional features: 

• They may or may not have an allegiance to a traditional gang color. In fact, much of 
the hybrid gang graffiti in the United States is a composite of multiple gangs with conflicting 
symbols. For example, Crip gang graffiti painted in red (the color the rival Blood gang uses) 
would be unheard of in California but have appeared elsewhere in the hybrid gang culture. 

• Local gangs may adopt the symbols of large gangs in more than one city. For 
example, a locally based gang named after the Los Angeles Bloods may also use symbols 
from the Chicago People Nation, such as five-pointed stars and 

downward-pointed pitchforks. 

• Gang members may switch their affiliation from one gang to another, and more than 
once, and existing gangs may change their names or suddenly merge with other gangs to 
form new ones. 

• Although many gangs continue to be based on race/ethnicity, many of them are 
increasingly diverse. Esbensen and colleagues (2008) support this in their multicity 

U.S. study, in which 28% of White gang members and 27% of Black gang members said most 
or all of their gang members were not of the same race/ethnicity. A much smaller proportion 
of Mexican Americans (only 10%) said their gang membership was diverse in this respect. 

• Southern California hybrid gangs, according to Al Valdez (2007), are characterized 
by mixed gender and mixed race/ethnicity. They are also less territorial and apt to not 
reside in the same area or even the same city. Their gang colors are nontraditional and they 
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tend to wear a variety of tattoos. The early American gangs were very homogenous with 
respect to race/ethnicity of members and gang culture itself. This changed over time, owing 
to three main factors. 

 
First, continuous immigration of peoples of varying nationalities naturally instigated some 
mixing. Second, the mobility of gangs themselves promoted diversity of gang culture, 
signs, symbols, clothing, and so on. Third, diffusion of the gang culture in popular media 
contributed to more cosmopolitan gangs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Psychological Evidence of Gang Membership 

 
 

Even though the psychology of gang membership has had little attention in gang literature 
(Thornberry, et.al, 2003; Wood & Alleyne, 2010) some researchers have examined how 
individual differences such as personality characteristics interact with environmental factors 
to motivate youth to join gangs. For example, research shows how youth who have 
psychopathic personality traits are five times more likely to become gang members than youth 
without such traits (Dupéré, Lacourse, Willms, Vitaro & Tremblay, 2006). These youth are 
less sensitive to informal social controls such as parental supervision, which is noted as 
contributing (albeit modestly) to gang membership (LeBlanc & Lanctot, 1998). Joining a gang 
is even more likely if these youth live in an adverse family environment (Lacourse, Nagin, 
Vitaro, Côté, Arseneault & Tremblay, 2006). We also know from research that gang members 
hold more negative attitudes to authority (Kakar, 2005) such as the police (Lurigio, Flexon & 
Greenleaf, 2008; Vigil, 1988). Risk factors for gang membership also function on individual 
differences such as lower IQ levels (Spergel, 1995); learning difficulties and mental health 
problems (Hill, Howell, Hawkins, & Battin-Pearson, 1999) and low self esteem (Dukes, 
Martinez, & Stein, 1997). As children grow they may seek a status that differs from the one 
prescribed by the legitimate social order prescribed by parents and teachers (Anderson, 1999). 
Young people may be tempted into gangs because they offer the potential to gain respect and 
status (Anderson, 1999). Knox (1994) asserts that gangs exert two types of social power that 
attract youth: coercive power – the threat or actual use of force and violence; and the power to 
pay, buy, or impress, and to delegate status and rank to its members. As such, gang 
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membership may satisfy the universal needs of youth for status, identity and companionship 
(Klein, 1995; Vigil, 1988). However, we know that people experience moral conflicts when 
they come across benefits requiring immoral behavior (Bandura, 1990), leading them to 
engage in what Bandura (2002) described as moral disengagement strategies, which consist 
of ―cognitive restructuring of inhumane conduct into benign or worthy behavior‖ (p. 101). 
Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 2002), very like Neutralization Theory (Sykes & Matza, 
1957) describes eight strategies for reducing moral conflicts. Moral justification, 
advantageous comparison and euphemistic labelling refer to the cognitive reconstruction of a 
harmful behavior into a good one, which serves a worthy purpose, by comparing it against 
more inhumane and harmful ones, or by giving it a sanitized label (e.g. this is business), 
respectively. Displacement of responsibility allows personal responsibility to be viewed as a 
result of societal or authority pressures, (e.g. I was only following orders). When the harm is 
shared with others e.g. a group, diffusion of responsibility obscures personal responsibility. 
Blaming the victim or circumstances also serves to obscure personal responsibility. By 
disregarding or distorting the consequences of a harmful behavior, guilt or shame is reduced 
which eliminates self-condemnation. And dehumanization, allows victims to be stripped of 
their human qualities and be viewed as subhuman objects devoid of feelings. 

 
 

We already know that youth will set aside their moral standards if by doing so they will be 
accepted by a chosen group (Emler & Reicher, 1995). As such, it should be possible to use 
social cognitive processes such as moral disengagement to help explain the process of how 
youth disengage from the informal social controls they have learned in favor of the rewards 
gang membership offers. There is also the possibility that there are social learning aspects to 
gang membership. Young boys look up to gang members, mimic them, and aspire to gang 
membership (Hughes & Short, 2005) and gang films, depicting characters rewarded for gang-
like behaviors, act as a blueprint for young aspiring gang members (Przemieniecki, 2005). 
Consequently, youth may adapt, modify, or discard their existing social controls in favor of 
what they perceive as the attractive or even ―glamorous‖ attributes of gang membership. 

Accordingly, it seems that psychology has much to contribute to our understanding of gang 
membership (see Wood & Alleyne, 2010 for a review). However, we also need to consider that 
individual differences do not apply solely at the individual level. No two gangs are alike and 
community experiences of gang problems vary widely. Such variance is frustrating to the 
media and others who thrive on simplicity and sweeping generalizations (Esbensen & 
Tuisinki, 2007). The only way we can counteract the perpetuation of the myths and errors 
that underpin many assumptions made about gang membership is by conducting rigorous 
theoretically derived empirical work that includes psychological factors relevant to street 
gang membership. However, in order to begin to research the psychology of gang 
membership it is vital that we do so within a strong theoretical framework. 

 
 

Interactional theory 

 
Interactional theory provides us with the ability to inform our inferences about the group 
processes that drive the behavioral outcomes of gang members. Interactional theory 
(Thornberry, 1987; Thornberry & Krohn, 2001; Thornberry et al., 2003) has elaborated 
earlier criminological theories by proposing that gang membership results from a reciprocal 
relationship between the individual and: peer groups, social structures (i.e. poor 
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neighborhood, school and family environments), weakened social bonds, and a learning 
environment that fosters and reinforces delinquency. This theory is analogous to a marriage 
between two theories: Control theory and social learning theory. Control theory argues that 
people who engage in deviant behavior do so when their bonds to society weaken (Hirschi, 
1969). However, control theory does not acknowledge the effects of antisocial influences, e.g. 
delinquent peers, on gang membership (e.g. Esbensen & Weerman, 2005). On the other hand, 
social learning theory argues that crime is learned through: the development of beliefs that 
crime is acceptable in some situations; the positive reinforcement of criminal involvement 
(e.g. approval of friends, financial gains); and the imitation of the criminal behavior of 

others—especially if they are influential figures in the individual‘s life (Akers, 1997). One 
drawback with social learning theory is that it fails to specify how much individuals need 
to favor crime prior to engaging with like-minded delinquent peers (e.g. gang members) 
(Akers, 1997). 

 
 
 

Unlike control theory, social learning theory, and others, which take a unidirectional 
perspective of delinquency involving specific risk factors that cause a youth to become 
delinquent, interactional theory provides a more subtle developmental explanation of 
delinquency where societal, learning and delinquency factors all interact and mutually influence 
each other across an individual‘s lifespan (Thornberry et  al., 2003). 

Thornberry and colleagues (2003) also propose that the route to joining a gang can be forged 
by one of three processes. Gang membership may result from selection where gangs select 
and recruit members who are already delinquent (Lahey, Gordon, Loeber, StouthamerLoeber, 
& Farrington, 1999; Craig, Vitaro, Gagnon, & Tremblay, 2002); from facilitation where 
gangs provide opportunities for delinquency to youth who were not delinquent beforehand 
(Gatti, Tremblay, Vitaro, & McDuff, 2005; Gordon, Lahey, Kawai, LoeberStouthamer, & 
Farrington, 2004; Thornberry, Krohn, Lizotte, & Chard-Wierschem, 1993), and enhancement 
where gang members are recruited from a population of high-risk youth who, as gang 
members, become more delinquent (Gatti et al., 2005; Thornberry et al., 1993). Furthermore, 
these models introduce two different types of gang members, transient and stable. Gatti et 
al.‘s (2005) research shows how youth who were delinquent before becoming gang members 
are more likely to remain in the gang long term (i.e. stable members), whilst youth who were 
not already delinquent were more-or-less temporary members (i.e. transient members). 

This implies that delinquency before gang membership is an important influence on the 
longevity of gang membership. Past research has found that the likelihood of joining a gang 
increases when young people experience risk factors from all social and environmental 
domains, i.e. the individual, family, school, peer, and neighborhood factors (Howell & Egley, 
2005). Also, these risk factors have a cumulative effect. That is, the more risk factors a young 
person has or experiences in life, the more likely they are to join a gang (Hill, Lui, & Hawkins, 
2001; Howell & Egley, 2005). Thus, Howell and Egley (2005) proposed an extension of 
interactional theory to include younger children when examining associated risk factors. 
Howell and Egley‘s (2005) argument is that examining adolescent samples alone, as most 
gang research does, is erroneous since the developmental trajectory towards gang 
membership would have already begun. By concentrating on adolescents we are therefore 
missing key factors that precede the known risk factors. Past theoretical approaches have 
acknowledged that psychological constructs such as attitudes and beliefs bind young people 
together, i.e. ‗birds of a feather flock together‘. For example, social learning theory argues 
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that young people learn these antisocial attitudes and the associated behaviors from their 
peers (Sutherland, 1937; Akers, 1997). Similarly, control theory argues that young people 
who exhibit law-violating beliefs and attitudes are more likely to become gang members 
(Esbensen, Huizinga, & Weiher, 1993; Hill et al., 

1999). Thornberry and colleagues (2003) describe these psychological processes as 
facilitators of gang membership within the framework of their interactional theory. In their 
research they discuss delinquent beliefs (defined as the belief that it is acceptable to be 
delinquent) as causes, correlates, and consequences of delinquent behavior and gang 
membership. These beliefs play a dynamic role developmentally. They have been found to 
interact reciprocally with associations with delinquent peers and delinquent behavior 
(Thornberry, Lizotte, Krohn, Farnworth, & Jang, 1994). 

 
 

However, there continues to be a lack of clarity about the types of psychological processes 
inherent in gang membership and so these beliefs need closer examination, especially since 
they are more resistant to intervention (Hollin, Browne, & Palmer, 2002). Interactional theory 
provides an interesting way of understanding how circumstances, relationships, and behavior 
are intertwined within the gang structure. One of its strengths is that it takes into account 
that not all gang members were delinquent prior to joining a gang, and most importantly, 
that once a member, delinquency significantly increases. This leaves room for incorporating 
group processes into the explanation and understanding of gang involvement and 

gang-related crime. Also, an individual‘s offending history notwithstanding, interactional 
theory helps explain how such a person may become even more delinquent after joining a 
gang. Research supports this inevitable escalation in delinquency (Tita & Ridgeway, 2007) 
while the theoretical framework dictates that any contributing factor to gang membership 
cannot be labelled strictly as a cause or an effect, but must be viewed as having a reciprocal 
relationship with other factors, (Thornberry et al., 2003). However, interactional theory also 
has its limitations since it does not clarify why youth may leave a gang or why some youth 
choose not to join a gang in the first place. Neither does it provide insight into the process of 
leaving a gang. Nonetheless interactional theory does provide an excellent framework for 
embarking on an examination of the psychology of gang membership. The following sections 
center around research conducted by the authors in the UK. A sample totalling 798 high 
school students were surveyed on their group/gang affiliations, 

social and environmental characteristics, attitudes towards authority, perceptions about social 
status, and moral disengagement (including the aforementioned eight moral disengagement 
strategies). Participants were recruited from five London schools. The mean age of the sample 
was 14.3 years (SD = 1.74, range = 12-18) with 566 boys (71%) and 231 girls (29%). A large 
proportion of the sample reported that both parents were born in the UK (50%), 14% reported 
that one parent was UK-born and the other was not, and 36% reported that both parents were 
immigrants to the UK. For the sake of clarity, the following terminology regarding our 
research will be used: gang members (N = 59) were identified according to the Eurogang 
Network‘s definition (Weerman et al., 2009); peripheral youth (N = 75) were  identified based 
on a 

two-cluster analysis of the remaining participants‘ responses to their group‘s durability, street 
orientation, and criminal identity; gang-involved youth (N = 134) consisted of both gang 
members and peripheral youth; and non-gang youth (when compared to 

gang-involved youth, N = 664; when compared to fully fledged gang members, N = 739) were 
the remaining participants who did not fit any of the criteria (for further detail see Alleyne & 
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Wood, in press; 2010). The following sections present our findings regarding the impact of 
neighbourhood gangs, gang structure and intra-group processes, attitudes toward authority, 
and the psychology processes specific to 

gang-related crime. 

 
 

Neighborhood gangs: The psychological effects 
 

Interactional theory posits that a learning environment facilitative of gang behavior 
contributes to a young person‘s decision to join a gang (Thornberry et al., 2003). Gangs tend 
to thrive in socially and economically disadvantaged communities (Spergel, 1995; Rizzo, 2003; 
Thornberry et al., 2003; Klein & Maxson, 2006). Cloward and Ohlin (1960) attributed this 
relationship between low socio-economic status and gang development to differential 
opportunity. That is, young people from poor neighbourhoods turn to gangs because of social 
barriers obstructing them from legitimate opportunities outlined by middle class norms. As a 
result, the presence of neighborhood gangs increases the risk that youth will join a gang 
(Thornberry et al., 2003). Ralphs and colleagues (2009) presented cases where non-gang 
youth who reside in known gang neighborhoods are just as likely to be approached by police 
who assume that they are affiliated with local gangs (see also, Aldridge, et al. and Smithson, et 
al. this volume). As a result of this negative contact some youth felt provoked into joining a 
gang (Ralphs et al., 2009) and so it seems that the mere presence of neighbourhood gangs 
coupled with the assumptions that some legitimate authorities seem to make can motivate 
youth to join gangs. Similarly, Pitts (2007) argued that some youth become ‗reluctant 
gangsters,‘ joining gangs because they fear being victimized by local gangs. Ultimately, the 
psychological pushes and pulls that motivate youth to join gangs are the consequences, at 
least in part, of the ingroup/outgroup distinctions developed within gang neighborhoods 
(Klein & Maxson, 2006). In the eyes of these youth, the gang protects them from being 
victimized by other local gangs (Decker & Van Winkle, 1996; Pitts, 2007). And police 
responses only serve to reinforce the gang identities youth adopt (Ralphs et al., 2009). In our 
first study we identified 134 youth as having some level of gang involvement and 664 youth 
who showed no gang involvement. This study (e.g. Alleyne & Wood, in press) supports 
previous findings (e.g. Thornberry et al., 2003) that neighborhood gangs do leave youth at an 
increased risk of joining a gang. This was exemplified in a logistic regression where out of 
five predictor variables (i.e. parental management, deviant peer pressure, school commitment, 
individual delinquency, and neighbourhood gangs), individual delinquency and neighbourhood 
gangs were significant predictors. Structural equation modelling further showed that 
neighborhood gangs burden appropriate parenting practices that might prevent gang 
involvement (e.g. parental management). This can result from one of the following: (1) the 
presence of neighborhood gangs is indicative of a low-income neighborhood, therefore, 
parents are more likely to work exceedingly long hours leading to reduced parental 
supervision; and (2) there is an increased likelihood that parents are current/former gang 
members in gang neighbourhoods (Klein & Maxson, 2006). Young people who would 
normally be expected to look to their parents for guidance and support, are often left to their 
own devices. This occurs when parents provide inadequate monitoring, supervision 
(Thornberry et al., 2003; Klein & Maxson, 2006), and/or discipline (Thornberry et al., 2003). 
As a result, it seems that because many young people have to cope with adverse circumstances 
on their own they become more vulnerable to the pressures from antisocial peers and that this 
can lead to their gang membership. Once in the gang, all other social groups then become the 
outgroup and are viewed with negativity. 
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In summary, and in accordance with social psychological concepts embedded in mainstream 
theories such as social identity theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1979) and social comparison theory 
(e.g. Festinger, 1954), once a person has identified with a particular group, in-group and out-
group bias develops. Cooper and Fazio (1979) suggest that a symptom of such memberships is 
vicarious personalism – ―the perception by members of one group that another group‘s 
actions are aimed at and intended for them‖ (p. 151). So, other outgroup actions (e.g. the 
police, other gangs) may be perceived with negativity. In turn this may facilitate group 
cohesion because psychologically a gang will help emphasize socio-cognitive processes for 
both 

in-group favoritism and out-group discrimination for each member (Goldstein, 2002). 

 
 

Gang structure and intra-group processes 

 
The structure and hierarchy of a gang is a topic of debate (Spergel, 1995). Researchers have 
struggled to identify and label the different levels of youth involvement in gangs. This is 
probably because ―no two gangs are just alike‖ (Thrasher, 1927, p. 36). However, an overall 
consensus suggests that there are at least two levels of membership: leaders and core 
members (gang members) and those with a tangential role (peripheral youth) (Patrick, 1973; 
Klein & Maxson, 1989; Spergel, 1995). However, importantly, it is not necessary to be a full 
gang member in order to experience the effects of gang membership (Curry, Decker, & Egley, 
Jr., 2002). In our second study: 59 high school students were identified as gang members, 75 
were identified as peripheral youth, and 664 were identified as non-gang youth (Alleyne & 
Wood, 2010). Coupled with the hierarchical structure of a gang is an 

intra-group process that informs the role of each member. For example, participants‘ 
responses on the perceived importance of social status (range = 15-80; South & 

 Wood, 2006) showed that both gang (M = 58.93) and peripheral (M = 57.31) youth value 

status more than their nongang counterparts (M = 54.03; F(2, 793) = 5.26, p < 0.01, partial η2 
= 0.01). This suggests that peripheral youth, who are generally younger than gang members 
(Decker & Van Winkle, 1996; Alleyne & Wood, 2010) may become involved in a gang to 
acquire the status they see afforded to core gang members. In other words status, just as Klein 
(1995) suggests, seems to be one of the motives for joining a gang. Also, by aspiring to gang 
membership, peripheral youth may feel a need to prove themselves to the gang by mimicking 
what they perceive as acceptable gang behavior (Hughes & Short, 2005; Przemieniecki, 2005) 
which may be why peripheral youth (M = 4.26) are more violent than non gang youth (M = 

3.87; F(2, 792) = 3.18, p < 0.05; partial η2 = 0.01; range = 3-15; Alleyne & Wood, 2010). On the 
other hand, gang members (M = 4.18) were not more violent than peripheral youth or from 
nongang youth. This finding is contrary to previous work that has found core members to be 
more violent than peripheral and non-gang youth both in street gangs (Curry et al., 2002; 
Esbensen et al., 2001; Klein, 1995) and prison gangs (Gaes, Wallace, Gilman, Klein-Saffran, & 
Suppa, 2002). The reason for this inconsistency may be because in this local context gang 
members‘ status in the gang means they can delegate some acts of violence to more ‗junior‘, i.e. 
peripheral youth, which indicates that the gang‘s violent activity is shared among all members. 
 

Short and Strodtbeck (1965) noted that gang leaders do not necessarily have to maintain 
their status through aggressive, dominance-seeking behavior, but rather coordinated and 
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nurturant manipulating of their peripheral and fringe associates. 
Our findings also show that peripheral youth (M = 10.54) displace responsibility ( as 
measured in Bandura et al.‘s (1996) moral disengagement scale) more than non-gang youth 

(M = 9.57; F(2, 793) = 3.05, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01; range = 4-20). This is in accordance 
with the concepts of moral disengagement, peripheral youth displace more responsibility for 
their own behavior (including violent behavior), arguably onto authority figures. This seems 
to suggest that they hold others (e.g. legitimate authorities such as the police, schools, 
parents) responsible for their own actions. 

Equally, peripheral youth may even displace responsibility onto higher ranking gang members 
(Alleyne & Wood, 2010). Roles within the gang may be explicitly expressed via titles (e.g. 
lieutenants, soldiers, etc.) or implicitly via reputation. Peripheral youth, trying to earn a core 
place in the gang probably obey instructions from those higher up the gang structure. 
However, because they are obeying ‗orders‘ they feel less responsible for their actions. In other 
words, ‗I have to do this or I won‘t be accepted'. Interestingly, gang members (M = 10.17), as 
assessed using the Moral Disengagement scale, did not displace responsibility more than 
nongang youth. This suggests that core members, unlike peripheral members, are as inclined 
to take personal responsibility as nongang youth. We cannot yet say with certainty why this is 
the case, but it might be that even though gang members and nongang youth take equal 
responsibility for their actions, they do so for different behaviors. For example, gang members 
may take responsibility for peripheral youths‘ actions because they give out the orders and are 
thus more responsible for the gang‘s behavior per se. Lastly, it can be argued that 
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the individual identity of these young people merges with the gang identity. Gang members 
(M = 9.12) used euphemisms more than did nongang youth (M = 8.24; F(2, 793) = 3.71, p < 

0.05, partial η2 = 0.01; range = 4-20) and gang members (M = 10.85) attributed more blame 

to their victims than did nongang youth (M = 10.85; F(2, 793) = 4.28, p <0.05, partial η2; 
range = 4-20). Interestingly, peripheral youth (M = 8.92) did not use euphemisms more than 
nongang youth or less than gang members. Neither did they (M = 10.14) blame victims more 
than nongang youth or less than gang members. These findings are indicative of a 
developmental process whereby youth who become more gang-involved gradually adopt 
gang norms in terms of language and attitudes towards those they victimize. For example, in 
accordance with moral disengagement strategies, it is acceptable for gang members to blame 
situations or victims but not ingroup members (Alleyne & Wood, 2010). These intra-group 
processes reflect one of the fundamental aspects of interactional theory: bidirectional causality 
(Thornberry et al., 2003). This reciprocity highlights the importance of individual differences 
in gang research because the causal direction for these psychological processes is likely to 
vary from one gang member to the next. 

 
 

The influence of anti-authority attitudes in gang membership 
 

As previously discussed, when a young person joins a group, they adopt a new social identity, 
which is accompanied by an adoption of attitudes and beliefs that favor the 
in-group (Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Turner, 1982). Research shows how gang members hold 
more negative attitudes toward authority than non-gang youth (Kakar, 2005; Lurigio et al., 
2008) and when primed in their gang identities, their anti-authority attitudes increase (Khoo 
& Oakes, 2000). This process may also be fostered, as previously discussed, by living in gang 
neighborhoods and having negative contact with authority figures (Ralphs et al., 2009). This 
negative predisposition can manifest itself in two ways: (1) gang members interpret/perceive 
encounters with authority figures as negative, which prevents a constructive and productive 
relationship between these youth and authority figures and (2) gang members attract 
unwanted attention from authority by committing crime, which in turn, reinforces their 
negative relations (Rosenbaum, Schuck, Costello, Hawkins, & Ring, 2005). This shows that 
attitudes toward authority are important in terms of the risk they pose for gang 
membership. 

It also shows that the interaction between authority figures and young people is important 
especially since we also know that positive attitudes toward authority can act as protective 
factors against gang membership (Thornberry, 1996). Our recent findings show that even if 
gang members and nongang members experience similar levels of deviant peer pressure, if 
youth are subject to deviant peer pressure and they also hold anti-authority attitudes then 
they are more likely to become gang members (Alleyne, 2010).  We also found this to be the 
case for youth who were inclined to attribute blame to victims or circumstances – the more 
they also held anti-authority attitudes, the more likely they were to become gang members. 
These findings suggest that anti authority attitudes play a very important role in the 
motivation to become gang members. Quite why this is so is not wholly clear at this stage of 
research. Arguably, authority figures could be seen as an outgroup by gang members (Emler 
& Reicher, 1995; Tarry & Emler, 2007), and as a result, gang identity would include anti-
authority attitudes that facilitate and justify the gang‘s offending behavior (Alleyne, 2010; 
Vigil, 1988). Also, Flexon and colleagues (2009) found that young people‘s views of police 
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officers are significantly shaped by peer experiences of the police and not necessarily by 
direct personal experience. Therefore, some gang members may never have had direct 
contact with authority figures but still perceive them negatively. Thus, authority figures 
need to be aware of the ‗trickle down‘ effect of their actions and, more importantly, that even 
youth they have not directly encountered may hold anti-authority views. Furthermore, if 
young people learn these negative attitudes toward authority from their peers (or even 
parents), joining a gang could be perceived as their ‗behavioral expression of alienation from 
formal authority‘ (Emler & Reicher, 2005, p. 

221). Theoretically speaking, a facilitation effect could account for this relationship 
(Thornberry, 1987; Thornberry & Krohn, 2001). That is, before engaging with these deviant 
peers (who could arguably be gang peers), young people may not actually hold anti-authority 
attitudes, or may even hold pro-authority attitudes. Nonetheless, it seems they soon adopt 
these new attitudes and beliefs as they gain membership into the gang. Given the importance 
of anti-authority attitudes to gang membership it seems that if more positive attitudes to 
authority can be reinforced and maintained, young people will be less likely to join gangs and 
commit crime (Thornberry, 1996). 

 
 

The behavioral outcomes of gang membership 

 
Gang literature is explicit that the main consequence of gang involvement is the increase in 
criminal behavior over and beyond any other types of delinquent youth (Tita & Ridgeway, 
2007). Gang research in the UK has found that typical gang-related crimes include: robbery 
(e.g. street robbery of mobile phones, wallets etc.), drug supply, weapons possession (Bennett 
& Holloway, 2004; Bullock & Tilley, 2002, 2008) and also making threats, property damage 
including graffiti (Alleyne, 2010). Since gangs tend to be territorial (Klein & Maxson, 2006; 
Tita & Ridgeway, 2007), graffiti is a typical manifestation of gangs ‗stamping ownership‘ on 
their territory (Spergel, 1995). Spergel (1995) also argued that to protect their territory, 
gangs also use intimidation and this has been exemplified in gang members‘ use of threats 
over and above 

non-gang youth (Alleyne, 2010). Therefore, gangs mark their territory with graffiti and 
threaten the use of violence in order to protect it. Territorial conflict has been linked with 
gang violence (Spergel, 1995), therefore, such threats have potentially violent consequences. 
From a theoretical standpoint, it was previously mentioned that a learning environment 
facilitative of gang behavior contributes to a young person‘s decision to join a gang 
(Thornberry et al., 2003). It has been found that the presence of neighborhood gangs predicts 
gang-related crime (Alleyne, 2010). This was exemplified in a standard multiple regression, 
which showed that of seven predictor variables (i.e. anti-authority attitudes, perceived 
importance of social status, moral disengagement, parental management, deviant peer 
pressure, individual delinquency, and neighbourhood gangs), individual delinquency and 
neighbourhood gangs were the most significant predictors of gang-related crime. Therefore, 
young people are at a greater risk of joining a gang (Thornberry et al., 2003), and they are 
more likely to get involved in gang-related crime if they they are already delinquent and live 
in neighborhoods with an existing gang presence. . There are several explanations as to why 
this may occur. For example, territorial proximity has been found to instigate gang conflict 
(Spergel, 1995). Therefore, different gangs in relative proximity to each other may compete 
with each other for resources (e.g. drugs, weapons, etc.) or territories, or worse, engage in 
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inter-gang violence. Alternatively, neighborhoods peppered with gangs may make youth 
fearful of victimization (Pitts, 2007). These findings suggest that gang members joined their 
gang for protection and feel a need to engage in gang crime to build up a reputation or affirm 
their value as gang members.   Recent research has examined the relationships between 
psychological processes and 

gang-related crime. For example, Alleyne (2010) found that moral disengagement as a whole 
predicted gang-related crime, but only when anti-authority attitudes were high. 
Consequently, it seems that youth may disengage their moral standards if they develop anti-
authority attitudes. This suggests that anti-authority attitudes may be acting as a cognitive 
strategy employed to enable youth to engage in gang-related crime. Furthermore, Alleyne 
(2010) also found that it was only when anti-authority attitudes were high, the perceived 
importance of social status predicted gang-related crime. That is, it is particularly important 
to a gang member‘s reputation and criminal activity that they hold anti-authority attitudes. 
Part of the appeal of gang involvement is the message that the gang represents, a message of 
survival from adversity, social disadvantage, and marginalization (Emler & Reicher, 2005; 
Hagedorn, 2005). 

 
 

And in many cases, authority figures are seen as the culprits that enforce this marginalization 
(Ralphs et al., 2009), thus, the appropriate response would be to break the law. In addition to 
Alleyne and Wood‘s (2010) finding that peripheral youth are more violent and value status 
more than non-gang youth, this research suggests that status is earned by the criminal 
activity young people engage in. Consequently, gangs recruit members who share the same 
value system that again, supports continuing delinquency. 

 
 

Theoretical development and future directions 

 
Because individual differences are clearly important in gang membership as outlined above, 
we need to consider psychological factors more when developing theoretical explanations of 
gang membership. For instance, whilst it is inherently useful to understand why youth 
might join gangs, comprehensive explanations of gang membership would also explain why 
other youth might not join gangs or indeed, the reasons why they might become gang 
members and then leave the gang. The unified theory of gang involvement (Wood & 
Alleyne, 2010) considers these possibilities. The model shows how youth may take a 
pathway into criminal activity which does not necessarily include gang membership. 
Criminal activity may occur independently of, or simultaneously to, joining a gang. 
However, gang membership is likely to occur for reasons over and above those underlying 
involvement in criminal activity. Gang membership offers additional protection; possibly 
from threats stemming from competing criminal outgroups (e.g., rival gangs); it provides 
social support, offers elevated status, the chance to acquire power, and opportunities for 
excitement. Gang membership may also bring with it sets of rules or new social controls 
that members are expected to abide by, perhaps in the form of adopting similar attitudes, 
beliefs, and cognitions – in this way providing a form of familial environment. As a gang 
member, the youth is exposed to further opportunities for criminal learning, and s/he will 
become even more involved in criminal activity. Of course, hand in hand with these new 
opportunities for ―personal enhancement‖ come additional chances of victimization and 
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these may lead gang member youth to desire a gang-free life. 

 
 

Desistance 

 
As mentioned previously, interactional theory‘s main weakness is its neglect of the processes 
surrounding gang desistance. Thornberry and colleagues (2003) formulated a model of causal 
processes whereby neighborhood, family, school, and peer influences all play a role in the 
cumulative risk of gang involvement. Wood and Alleyne (2010) developed this further by 
arguing that perhaps desistance from gang involvement occurs when pro-social opportunities 
and institutions are restored, e.g. employment, stable relationships, etc. Of course these 
opportunities may be adversely affected if the youth has been caught and prosecuted for 
criminal acts. 

 
 
 

In this case the youth‘s criminal inclination will either dissipate (from fear of further legal 
repercussions) or strengthen (from the obstruction that prosecution puts in the way of 
legitimate opportunities). If, however, the newly acquired social controls are reinforced (e.g. 
opportunities to advance in employment) the youth‘s resolve to desist from crime may 
strengthen and desistance will continue. If, however, they break down (i.e. employment is lost 
or a relationship breaks up) then the youth may return to his/her previous lifestyle (i.e., 
criminal involvement and/or gang membership). 

Although Wood and Alleyne‘s (2010) unified theory is in the very early stages of development 
it has the potential to expand research findings regarding gang membership and delinquency at 
both a psychological and a criminological level. Because it includes concepts of non 
involvement in crime and gangs and concepts of desistance, it allows us to make meaningful 
comparisons. And, as Klein (2006) so rightly observes, comparisons are all too rare in the gang 
literature. We can make comparisons between gang members, between abstaining and 
remaining gang members, and between gang and non gang members. It is also possible to 
make comparisons between neighborhoods by examining the individual characteristics, social 
factors, and social cognitions of youth living in organized and disorganized neighborhoods. We 
do not suggest that this model is a panacea to all the gaps in the literature but it is a starting 
point and it can be developed and expanded as findings based on its concepts shed light on old 
and new ideas. Most importantly, it presents the integration of gang-related concepts into a 
coherent structure that integrates criminological and psychological ideas. For example, the 
socio-cognitive processes that feed into peer selection and attitude development can be 
explicated within the theoretical framework of the unified theory. This structure provides 
guidance for future empirical study. 
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The Social Identity of Gangs 
 

Until recently, most research on gangs has been grounded in the disciplines of criminology, 
sociology, and public policy (McGloin and Decker 2010), drawing on theoretical frameworks 
such as cultural deviance (Cureton 2002), social networks (Bolden 2014; Papachristos, 
Hureau, and Braga 2013), social disorganization (Sampson and Groves 1989), and social 
capital (Bursik 2002). In contrast, social psychological research on gangs is extremely limited 
(see, however, Alleyne and Wood 2012; Thornberry et al. 2003; Vasquez, Lickel, and 
Hennigan 2010; Wood and Giles 2014) with perhaps the exception of social learning theory 
(Bandura 1973, 1977) and its applications (e.g., Kissner and Pyrooz 2009; Winfree, Bäckström, 
and Mays 1994). There has also been a very modest contribution from research in the 
discipline of communication science research (Conquergood 1994). 

Most research has attempted to pinpoint the most important factors leading people to join a 
gang . However, no single factor by itself can fully explain gang membership (Alleyne and 
Wood 2010; Esbensen et al. 2010; Howell and Egley 2005; Klein and Maxson 2006; see also 
Short 1998; Thornberry et al. 2003). In recognition of this, this chapter focuses on social 
psychological processes that may be operating when youth decide to join a gang. Our 

intention is to provide insights on mechanisms that link macro‐level risk factors (e.g., 

environment or community‐level) and individual psychological and communicative factors. 

That is, while understanding macro‐level risk factors helps us identify why minors may 
become involved in gangs and who is at the greatest risks for joining them, they are neither 
sufficient nor necessary conditions for their involvement in gang membership. Obviously, not 
all children who are exposed to some or many of these risk factors turn to gangs. 
Consequently, a better understanding of complementary group and intergroup processes that 
play a role in a young person‘s decision to join a gang is critical, especially to explicate why 
and how these factors can lead some youth to become gang members and others to pursue 
alternative options. 
We build closely on an article by Goldman, Giles, and Hogg (2014) to focus on the role played 
by social identity and intergroup processes in promoting affiliation with gangs (cf. Alonso 
2004; Garot 2010; Hennigan and Spanovic 2012). In doing so, our goal is to better understand 
why youth find gang membership appealing, when joining other prosocial groups can provide 

them with similar psychological and identity‐related benefits. To achieve this goal, this 
chapter pivots on three major topics of discussion. First, we argue that gang membership can 
be an alternative attractive option for youth who lack a clear sense of their social identity and 
are marginalized by their peers or community. Second, we focus on important communication 
processes such as how gang members express and promote their group identity and 
membership, how communication of others‘ expectations and perceptions about gangs can 
influence their decision to join a gang, and how gang images can be glamorized and promoted 
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through media exposure . 

 
 

Third, we discuss how and why gangs engage in intergroup social comparison processes and 
prefer social dominance as a way to achieve a clear group identity, higher status, and power. 
Lastly, we provide a summary, outline implications for preventing youth from turning to 
gangs, and sketch some future research directions. Our focus, given the authors‘ locales, is 
primarily on North American youth, inviting the key question of why youth are attracted to 
gangs and violent gang behaviors. Gang violence is a very significant and a costly blight in 
many cities and increasing numbers of rural areas around the world (Decker and Pyrooz 2010; 
Esbensen and Maxson 2012). We contextualize our case by referring to relevant statistics on 
and examples of gangs; but our goal is not to provide a comprehensive survey of gangs, as 
many excellent reviews already exist (e.g., Coughlin and Venkatesh 2003; Decker, Melde, and 
Pyrooz 2013; Wood and Alleyne 2010). 

 
 

Social Identity and Identification 

 
Social identity theory is a social cognitive theory of group processes, intergroup relations and 

collective self‐conception (e.g., Tajfel and Turner 1979; Turner et al. 1987; see also Abrams 
and Hogg 2010; Hogg 2006). It defines groups cognitively as collections of individuals who 

share a common evaluative self‐definition – a shared social identity. There is an emphasis on 
both the cognitive process of identifying with a group and on the various corollaries of 
belonging to a group. 
It is the cognitive process of social categorization that causes people to define themselves 
and others as members of social groups as well as to perceive themselves and others in group 
prototypical terms. Categorizing self and others leads one to perceive and evaluate self and 
others in terms of the prototypical attributes that define the relevant ingroup or outgroup. 

Group prototypes tend not only to capture intragroup or within‐group similarities, but also 

accentuate intergroup or between‐group differences on relevant dimensions and, thus, make 
groups and their social identities distinctive. 
Together, these constructs and processes form the foundation for one central assumption of 

social identity theory: obtaining or maintaining a favorable and well‐defined self‐concept or 
social identity motivates behavior. Hence, individuals have a desire and tendency to define 

their self‐concept in terms of their group memberships. The goal of both individuals and the 
collective is to strive for evaluatively positive distinctiveness, oftentimes (as illustrated 
later) manifest in terms of linguistic and/or communication differentiation (Giles 1978). 
From this perspective, why youth join gangs can be explained, in the main, as a motivated 
response to two major conditions: having an unfavorable identity, or feeling uncertain about 
one‘s identity. 
Among the risk factors associated with youth susceptibility to gang involvement (e.g., 

Howell and Egley 2005), poor family relationships and limited school‐ or community‐based 

social bonding relate to issues of identity – or more specifically a lack of identity. When non‐
gang youth and young adults were asked to identify key features of gang members, many 
perceived, and maybe misconstrued, gang members as helpless beings, struggling to find a 
place to belong in society (Lafontaine, Acoose, and Schissel 2009). 

 

When youth do not have strong relationships at home, school, or with their community, they 
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can lack a distinct identity, often including a sense of solidarity with a shared family identity 
(e.g., Soliz and Rittenour 2012). As a result, they turn to gangs for companionship and a sense 
of family and cultural enrichment and, thus, construct a more satisfying social identity 

(Alleyne and Wood 2010; Blakemore and Blakemore 1998; Sánchez‐Jankowski 2003; 
Stretesky and Pogrebin 2007). 

Able to fill this void, gangs offer adolescents a much‐needed sense of belonging. 
Because of their vulnerable age, youth are especially susceptible to the appeal of what gangs 
have to offer: a peer group of which they can be a part, a clear personal and social identity, 
increased autonomy from parents or guardians, a ―path to manhood‖ (albeit violent) for males, 
and the means by which to improve their social status (Taylor 2009). A similar social identity 
argument (Hogg, Siegel, and Hohman 2011) has been developed for why adolescents may 
identify with adolescent groups that engage in behaviors that put their health and even life at 
risk (e.g., groups whose identity is defined by drug use or binge drinking). That is, joining a 
gang can offer the sense of belongingness that family, school, and community may not always 

provide for at‐risk youth. Thus, violent gang behaviors per se are not the primary attraction 

for youth to join a gang, but the allure of being able to fill the identity‐void can be a stronger 
factor, propelling young people to become involved in a gang, which eventually can lead to 
risky and criminal behaviors (e.g., Wood 2014). 

Those who are marginalized may experience more of a lack of identity and youth may 
feel marginalized for a variety of reasons. Frustrations over marginality may come from being 
an ethnic minority (Krohn et al. 2011), being economically disadvantaged (Vigil 2003), or 
from being physically marginalized through geographic location (Ralphs, Medina, and 
Aldridge 2009). No matter the source, marginalized youth experience difficulties integrating 
within their community. This leaves them struggling to find somewhere they belong 
(Lafontaine et al. 2009) and to construct a meaningful and validated identity in society. 
Research suggests perceptions and messages of marginalization (i.e., people‘s belief that they 
are not fully assimilated within or accepted by the group) can play a role in motivating youth 
to join gangs. People who struggle with feelings of marginalization have difficulty 

establishing an identity and tend to have lower levels of self‐esteem. Hence again and for 
marginalized youth, joining a gang can be appealing as it provides such youth with a valued 

identity (Krohn et al. 2011; Sánchez‐Jankowski 2003). 

Further, the concept of social identity refers to the personally significant groups to 
which individuals belong (Fisher, Haslam, and Smith 2010). Because people maintain multiple 
identities, the social identity that is significant depends on the particular 

identity that is salient at any particular time, which provides the most gratifying experience 
for them. The emergence of different identities can be contingent upon circumstances the 
individual is experiencing, or how accessible that identity is in the individual‘s mind (Hogg 
2006). For youth who live in communities where gangs are prevalent and socially available, 
the salience of gangs may be especially high. As the sociologist and philosopher Hacking 
(1986) explains, people cannot be what they do not know exists, and they come to fit socially 
constructed categories, because they have to choose an existing identity within extant social 
reality. 

 

Therefore, joining a gang is not only the most salient identity solution for youth who live in 
communities with high gang activities, but it also may be one of the few options they have for 
achieving a social identity at all. 

However, as Cloward and Ohlin (1995) argue, this is not to say that having the options and 
being exposed to the gang life would automatically lead youth to become gang members, 
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because access to the environment alone would not be sufficient for actually achieving gang 
membership and performing the role of a gang member, just as it is for prosocial behaviors 
(e.g., being around and motivated to become a physician does not make one become a 
physician). Our argument is that youth are more susceptible and likely to choose the option of 
joining a gang when they are surrounded by the available means and opportunities to become a 
gang member and they are also struggling with lack of clear identity at the same time. 

Another way to explain why some youth are prone to joining gangs is uncertainty. According 

to uncertainty‐identity theory, circumstances that elicit feelings of uncertainty, particularly 

related to or influencing self‐conception, can motivate identity‐related behavior (Hogg 2012, 
2014). In other words, perceptions of uncertainty regarding issues that are relevant to self can 
motivate people to reduce (albeit not under all circumstances) that uncertainty (see also Afifi 
2010; Afifi and Afifi 2009). As a way to reduce the uncertainty, they will be more likely to 
attempt to belong to a group that would offer them a sense of identity with meaningful and 
clear boundaries. 

Specifically, turning to a group reduces uncertainty by providing a better conception of one‘s 
social world, and providing a script for how one should behave and communicate (Hogg 2012). 
The future may seem bleak and uncertain for youth who have few social ties, are low achievers 
at school, come from a broken home, live in poverty or in economically struggling 
communities, feel unsafe in their neighborhood, or live in an abusive and violent household. 
Any one of these circumstances can be unnerving – and this is not an exhaustive list. The 
youth who are most vulnerable to joining a gang oftentimes experience many of these 
conditions (Del Carmen et al. 2009; Rizzo 2003). The more uncertain one is about one‘s social 
identity, the greater the probability that one will seek a group that is high in entitativity, 
where entitativity is that property of a group that makes it appear to have clear boundaries, 
internal homogeneity, tight social interaction, clear internal structure, common goals, and 
common fate (Campbell 1958; Hamilton and Sherman 1996). Just as levels of identity can vary, 

so can the degree of entitativity; low‐ entitativity groups appear as a loose aggregate, while 

high‐entitativity groups appear as a distinct and cohesive unit (see Hughes 2013). Tests of 

uncertainty‐identity theory have shown that, when people‘s social identity‐related uncertainty 
is elevated, they prefer to identify strongly with more highly entitative groups (see Hogg 
2012, 2014). 

Gangs are an excellent example of highly entitative groups in that they provide a 
distinctive and clearly defined personal and social identity (Taylor 2009). 

Ultra‐entitative or ―extreme groups,‖ such as gangs and terrorist organizations, would be 
more appealing and attractive when individuals feel uncertain, because they provide 
individuals with a more rigidly defined, highly prescriptive social identity (Hogg, Meehan, and 
Farquharson 2010. 

 

While individuals experiencing uncertainty may already be inclined 
toward high‐entitativity groups, extreme groups can be especially appealing under conditions 
of severe and enduring conditions of uncertainty, such as economic collapse, cultural 
disintegration, unemployment, divorce, or general uncertainties associated with adolescence. 
Because of this, identifying with a group is effective in reducing uncertainty as this 
identification outlines what to think and feel as well as how to behave and communicate. 
While entitativity refers to the structure of a group rather than the group‘s behaviors, the 

process of self‐categorization that reduces self‐uncertainty through group identification with 

high‐entitativity groups readily accounts for much of the group‘s behavior. Self‐ 

categorization depersonalizes self‐conception such that one conforms to group norms; it 
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assigns group normative attributes – including behaviors – to self and thus causes people to 
behave in line with the group‘s norms (e.g., Abrams and Hogg 1990; Turner et al. 1987) and 
communicate those norms with others (Hogg and Giles 2012). If the group‘s norms prescribe 

antisocial and aggressive behaviors, then this process of self‐categorization‐based 
depersonalization will cause people to behave antisocially and aggressively (Postmes et al. 
2001; Reicher, Spears, and Postmes 1995). 

Behaviors that are generated by group identification based on self‐categorization include 
ethnocentrism, conformity, cohesion, stereotyping, intergroup competition, and discrimination 
(Hogg et al. 2007). Because behaviors depend, to some degree, on the social identity that is 
salient (Fisher et al. 2010), gang members are especially likely to act and communicatively 
express themselves in accord with the norms of their group (Hogg and Giles 2012). These 
normative acts are, for gangs, typically characterized by aggression and violence (Wood 2014; 
see also Pyrooz, Moule, and Decker 2014). Further, Hogg and colleagues (2010) have 
provided evidence showing that people become motivated to identify strongly with a group 
that can be relied upon to remove or buffer threats that are posed to their security, prosperity, 
or lifestyle. The types of groups that can serve these needs most effectively are highly 
distinctive groups, which can be radical and extreme groups that have forceful behavioral 
agendas (Hogg 2012). That is, for gang members, the perceived ―emotional protection‖ is 
earned by being part of the gang and following the extreme group behaviors and norms, 
which decreases their fears caused by any prevailing threats. Gang members, then, can enjoy 
greater ―peace of mind‖ (Melde, Taylor, and Ebsensen 2009). 

However, behaviors do not depend entirely on the salience of specific social identities. 
Generally, people are willing to exhibit behaviors they feel will somehow benefit them. For 
example, a series of studies that examined motivations to participate in collective behavior 
found that when people participate in collective action to promote the welfare of their group, 
they experience the added benefit of individual enhancement (Tropp and Brown 2004). 
Similarly, in a study on emotions and collective action (Becker, Tausch, and Wagner 2011), 

researchers found that participating in collective action brought self‐directed positive affect, 

while creating outgroup‐directed anger and contempt. In other words, doing something on 
behalf of, and communicating forcibly and visibly about, one‘s group helps people feel better 
about themselves as individuals. 

 

Further, in Tropp and Brown‘s (2004) study, it was also found that the more that group 
membership was relevant and salient, the extent to which group members promoted and 
represented their group was associated with how positively they evaluated themselves. This 
suggests that members who strongly identify with their respective gang will feel that they 
personally benefit from activities they engage in when defending the gang. 

Eventually, identifying as a gang member becomes a permanent part of social awareness for 
those who become involved in gangs. After joining a gang, the group‘s views become central 
to the individual‘s life, shaping their identity and personality (Decker and Van Winkle 1996; 
Moore 1978; Stretesky and Pogrebin 2007). In this sense, joining a gang is more than 
acquiring a group membership – it becomes the core identity of gang members, even if they 
try to keep self and group separate. 

Thus far, we have discussed why young people join gangs, focusing on social identity, 
identification, and categorization processes. Let us now ask what happens when gang 
members develop strong identification after joining a gang. One of the key concepts that 
characterize gang membership is loyalty. When gang members become strongly identified 
with the group, they are willing to remain members despite the high personal cost (e.g., higher 
chance of being a victim of violence). Also, they are willing to forgo attractive alternatives to 
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membership in the gang. 

Research by Van Vugt and Hart (2004) shows that when identification with a group is strong, 
individuals see themselves overwhelmingly as group members – the self is saturated by the 
group‘s identity. This may explain why gang members engage in violent and even irrational 
group behaviors; being part of a group influences who they are, and the self and group start to 
merge and ultimately become ―fused‖ such that the autonomous individual self disappears. 
However, when identification with a group is weak, individuals see themselves more as unique 
individuals. This argument parallels with Pyrooz, Sweeten, and Piquero‘s (2013) finding that, 
when gang members are highly embedded in their gang, constraining forces may increase, 
but their involvement in gangs would only continue compared to those who were weakly 
embedded in their gangs and tend to desist at a faster rate. 

If someone‘s group promotes certain behavioral norms – such as drive‐by‐shootings for gang 
members – they will be more likely to participate in those normative behaviors than if they 
do not identify strongly with the group, or if those particular behaviors were not normative 
of the group (Decker 1996; see also Hogg and Giles 2012; Hogg and Smith 2007; chapter 15 
in this volume). Because gangs feel that violence is necessary to gain respect and establish 
their reputation as a group that ought to be feared (LAPD 2014), it is especially easy for 
outsiders and new members to view the group‘s norm as pivoting strongly on antisocial and 
aggressive behaviors (see Emler and Reicher 1995). 
Thus, while drinking, drug use, vandalizing property, bullying people, robbing designated 

targets, participating in drive‐by‐shootings, or using weapons in any other capacity may be 
viewed as antisocial and aggressive behaviors, such divergent behaviors can create and 
communicate a sense of structure for some individuals. This thereby reduces uncertainty and 
fosters a valued identification with the group (see Abrams, O‘Connor, and Giles 2001) that can 
conceal any sense of shame (see Travaglino et al. 2014) 

 
 

Communicating Social Identity 
 

In this section, we emphasize the importance of communication, specifically the messages 
communicated by, among, and to gang members. Gangs communicate their identity in 
specific ways, such as by tattoos or other physical signs that carry meanings. Flores (2013) 
calls these malleable, physical markings of gang life soft embodiment, as opposed to 
individuals‘ permanent characteristics or expressions (i.e., hard embodiment) such as 
aggressive voice tones. Yet, physical signs or soft embodiment are only one of the many ways 
in which the important aspects of communication are revealed in gang behaviors and 
activities. In this section, our discussion focuses on four topics related to communication: (1) 
communicating gang identity and activities; (2) communicating loyalty and commitment 
through socialization; (3) communicating adults‘ expectations to youth; and (4) the influence 
of media on youths‘ aspiration for gang membership. 

A gang identity is reinforced through the clothes members wear, the company they keep, and 
the activities they participate in, which tend to be exclusionary in nature. For example, 
members identify their gang membership specifically by gang names such as Bloods, Crips, 

Mara Salvatrucha (MS‐13), Latin Kings, Texas Syndicates, and so forth. In order to 

communicate and accentuate their identity‐related pride, members dress in particular styles, 
adorn themselves with tattoos that identify their particular gang, and use graffiti to mark 
their ―turf‖ or territory. Even behaviors (such as the type of violence members typically 
engage in) can differ depending on the particular gang (LAPD 2014). These acts and 
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behaviors are highly communicative in nature, which helps organize the gang‘s systems and 
structures in intergroup settings by protecting, maintaining, and enhancing the gang‘s valued 
distinctiveness and perceived power (see later). It is important to recognize, however, that 
while there are common underlying patterns, each gang has unique features, organizational 
structures, histories, and so forth (Decker, Katz, and Webb 2008; Densley 2014). 
Because gangs advertise affiliation communicatively through graffiti or by wearing certain 
hats, earrings, gym shoes, and even finger nail colors (Blakemore and Blakemore 1998; 
Densley 2012; Gambetta 2009), individuals who live in the same areas as gang members may 
find that they constantly need to be aware of where they go, what they wear, or even what 

they say. In fact, the identity and behavior of residents in gang‐pervaded communities are 

significantly influenced by a ―street code,‖ which is the youth culture‘s informal but well‐

known expression for social‐structural community characteristics (Kubrin 2005). Street code 
embodies messages that guide interpersonal public behavior, articulate norms, and describe 
social relations in the local neighborhood (see Hogg and Giles 2012); failure to know or adhere 

to this code can have life‐or‐death consequences, particularly for young people (Anderson 
1999; Stewart and Simons 2010). 

Violence can be a way to communicate gang identity to other gangs and communities. Acting 
violently can send the message that gang members are not to be messed with and are capable of 
doing anything, which helps them enhance their reputation, status, and command respect from 

gang‐peers (Melde et al. 2009; Stretesky and Pogrebin 2007). 

 
 
 

Kubrin‘s (2005) analysis of the street code showed that violence was considered to be the most 
critical resource and tool to gain status and respect among those who participate in street 
culture (see Alleyne, Fernandes, and Pritchard 2014; Wood 2014). Figuratively, Papachristos 
(2009) compares violence to a ―gift‖ that demands reciprocation if accepted, and explains that 
those who reciprocate violence would be able to maintain their reputation and honor. That is, 
in addition to external and material signals and signs they use for street code, their activities 
and behaviors can contribute to communicating their social identity. 

Another way that communication plays a role in gang activities is through the use of 
euphemistic language, or language that sanitizes their behaviors, in relation to gangs‘ 
dehumanization (Haslam 2006) and moral disengagement processes (Bandura et al. 1996). 
Gang members engage in these processes in which outgroup members and victims are viewed 

as non‐human beings and, therefore, not deserving of treatment as a human. These techniques 
are also employed to neutralize dissonance (Alleyne and Wood 2010) and justify their criminal 
activities. In doing so, gang members‘ uses of euphemistic language are frequently observed. 
Gang members use euphemistic language in several ways when they engage in 
dehumanization and moral disengagement (Alleyne et al. 2014; Sykes and Matza 1957; Wood 
2014). They refer to ―killing humans‖ as ―killing animals‖ or ―not killing, but a war,‖ and in 
other times gang members call murder a ―business‖ or ―mission.‖ Also, they may use 
advantageous comparisons to compare their actions to worse situations so as to distract from 
the severity of their behaviors. 
Ethnolinguistic Identity Theory (ELIT) becomes relevant here in that it focuses on language 
use and communicative outcomes as integral to, and sometimes a defining feature of, group 
identity (e.g., Cargile, Giles, and Clément 1996; Giles and Johnson 1981, 1987). The theory 
originally focused on interethnic relations, but it is relevant to all other intergroup situations 
where communication and messages are fundamental to the workings of social identity (Giles 
2012; Reid and Giles 2005) and the expression of strong ingroup vitality (Wood and Giles 
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2014). In this framework, gang members‘ use of euphemistic language and communication of 
their violent behaviors (e.g., normalizing gang activities or being a member of the gang that 
commits criminal acts) can be seen as a way to construct and communicatively manage their 
social identity. 

 
 

Communicating Loyalty and Commitment Through Socialization 
 

Proving one‘s loyalty, commitment, and ability is common to many groups. To join a sports 
team, potential players must succeed at tryouts. To join a fraternity or sorority, potential 
members must ―pledge‖ themselves and, in many cases, survive the hazing process. To get a 
job, potential employees must be convincing in their interviews that they can contribute to 
the organization. This process is no different for gangs (see chapter 13 in this volume). To be 
an official gang member, courage, honor, and loyalty to the gang must be proven (Alleyne and 
Wood 2010; Decker and Curry 2002; Stretesky and Pogrebin 2007). 

 
 
 

Relatedly, and in line with the foregoing, the ritual initiation of gang members, or being 
―jumped in,‖ explicitly involves established members of the group beating the inductees for a 
brief period, thereby signaling or communicatively extending the message that violence is a 
core element  of the group (Densley 2012; Gambetta 2009; Vigil 2008). 

The major difference between, on the one hand, sports teams, fraternities and sororities, and 
businesses that are more inclined to resolve disputes via formal and legal channels of 
authority and gangs, on the other, is their use of extremely violent behavior for their group 
socialization process. So why does the use of violence not deter potential gang members? 
Focusing on violent initiations, research on group socialization has shown that extreme 
initiation rites bind people who have freely chosen to undergo the initiation to groups more 
strongly than do mild initiations (e.g., Levine and Moreland 1994). Focusing on the norms of 
violence and aggression that prevail in gangs, research on social marginalization has shown 
that when group members are not yet fully accepted or they are on the periphery of the 
group, they may be more likely than other individuals to strenuously promote the standards 
of the group. While it is possible that peripheral group status can lead people to deviate from a 
group, it can also motivate people to more actively attempt to satisfy the norms of the group 
(Breakwell 1979; Jetten et al. 2003; Noel, Wann, and Branscombe 1995) in order to achieve 
full membership. 

A potential explanation for what separates those who are willing to participate in gang violence 
from those who are not is the future they see for themselves in the group. In 

 line with Tropp and Brown‘s (2004) aforementioned findings that people are willing to exhibit 
behaviors they feel will somehow benefit them, peripheral group members are especially 
willing to display their loyalty to their group when they believe they will be fully accepted by 
their group (Goldman and Hogg 2014; Jetten et al. 2003). Under these circumstances, they 

will not only display group‐oriented behaviors, but will tailor their behavior to communicate 
their loyalty and maximize their social advantage. That is, whatever behaviors that are 

perceived to be typical of the group and status‐enhancing, peripheral group members will 
participate in those behaviors, oftentimes more zealously than prototypical, deeply embedded 
group members (e.g., Hughes 2013; Sweeten, Pyrooz, and Piquero 2013). 

Peripheral members believe that, in doing so, they are communicating a clear message 
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proving that they will be ―good‖ group members (Jetten, Branscombe, and Spears 2002). In 
fact, peripheral group members appear to be more likely than prototypical members to use 
aggression as a way to improve their status within the group (Breakwell 1979; Noel et al. 
1995). According to the social marginalization literature, newcomers typically feel more 
pressure to assimilate to the group and its culture and to alter their behaviors and 
communication patterns so as to conform to those of the group (see Giles, Bonilla, and 
Speer 2012). In other words, they must prove their loyalty to the group (Goldman and 
Hogg 2014) and align with its code of honor (Travaglino et al. 2014). 

Continuing our discussion of group socialization, social identification is the central 
psychological process as the concept of socialization relates to the way individuals are 
transformed into group members, whatever the nature of the group involved. 

 
 

If socialization certainly applies to the child who is learning to become an acceptable 
member of his or her society, it is also relevant to the process of becoming a student, a priest, 
a criminal, a terrorist, and a man or a woman. Individuals have to learn the norms, beliefs, 
values, and ways of behaving and communicating that are shared by other members of the 
group (Guimond 2000). 

Promoting the group‘s behaviors can yield additional benefits beyond the self‐
fulfillment people enjoy from becoming a fully accepted group member. 

 
 

Peripheral group members who anticipated becoming more prototypical display higher 

collective self‐esteem (Jetten et al. 2002). When the group‘s identity becomes a central 
component of an individual‘s identity, the individual assumes and communicates other aspects 

of the group as well, such as collective self‐esteem. It is possible that whatever the motivation 

for joining a gang – whether it is low self‐esteem or low bonding or attachment at home, at 
school, or in the community – gang violence 

is integral to the life of gangs (Decker 1996; Decker and Van Winkle 1996; Densley 2014) 
and may seem a very small cost for the benefit of inclusion and a sense of belonging. 

 

The Influence of Media on Youths‘ Aspiration for Gang Membership Finally 

here, we address the influence of the media on youth violence and the 

glamorization of gang membership and lifestyle. Gang‐like behaviors, identity‐related 
expressions, and images are depicted in various media, such as films, TV shows, video games, 

or music. For instance, gang films depicting characters rewarded for gang‐like behaviors act 
as a blueprint for young aspiring gang members. 
Consequently, youth may adapt, modify, or discard their existing social controls in favor 
of what they perceive as the attractive or even glamorous attributes of gang membership. 
Music, especially rap lyrics, also often communicates gangs‘ ―street codes‖ or urban street 
violence (see Giles, Hajda, and Hamilton 2009). Kubrin‘s (2005) analysis of rap lyrics revealed 
that street code, whether communicated through music or interaction on the streets, not 
only constructs schemas of the ―gangster identity,‖ but also provides listeners with 
justification for the use of violence. The most common themes referenced in the music 
assessed were respect and violence – a heady mix that tends to characterize (sub)cultures of 
honor more broadly (e.g., Cohen and Nisbett 1997). 
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Thus, gang‘s ―street code‖ as it is conveyed by rap lyrics serves as a schema by identifying and 
describing violent identity and behavior. While violence and aggression are not the only 
behaviors that characterize gang identity and activities, data suggest that they are one of the 

main characteristics projected in gang‐related media. 

 
 
 
 

Relatedly, many studies confirm the influence of violent televisions, films, video games, and 
music on increasing the likelihood of aggressive and violent behaviors in both immediate and 

long‐term contexts (e.g., Anderson et al. 2003). 
However, a study conducted by Miranda and Claes (2004) shows that youth can give 
importance to certain media content, and the degree to which a specific media genre influences 
youth‘s deviant behaviors and gang activities can differ. Their study explored the relationships 

between French‐Canadian adolescents‘ preference for four different rap music genres 

(American rap, gangsta/hardcore rap, hip hop/soul, and French rap) and five types of self‐
reported deviant behaviors such as drug use and street gang involvement (see chapter 11 in 
this volume), controlling for other relevant variables. 

 
 
 
 

While the results showed that, overall, rap music was significantly connected to deviant 
behaviors, the nature of the relationships were different; adolescents‘ preference for rap music 
was significantly linked to violence, street gang involvement, 

and mild drug use, while their preference for gangsta/hardcore rap was more significantly 
connected to theft. Hip hop/soul was linked to lower rates of deviant behaviors, perhaps due 
to its frequent uses of educative and positive messages, according to the researchers. Thus, 
they suggested the use of prosocial rap music for protecting some adolescents from deviant 
behaviors. 

In sum, membership in gangs has been idealized and romanticized in media and pop culture 
(e.g., music), painting an image of gangs that is magnetic and attractive. Yet, having joined a 
gang, members are quite aware of the reality that involvement in gangs is dangerous, even 
deadly. At the same time, members have expressed feelings that if they were not members of a 
gang, they would face the same threats of danger, but without the solidarity or protection 
provided by their affiliation with a gang (Del Carmen et al. 2009). It seems that portrayals of 
gangs in the media may spark adolescents‘ interest and motivation to join gangs as a way of 
anticipatory socialization, and those who already join gangs soon learn the reality. 
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Bloods 

 
 

Contrary to popular belief, the Bloods gang have been circulating throughout the 
country for the past twenty-five years. 

The gang was actually created in the early 1970's in Los Angeles to compete with a rival 
gang called the "Avenue Boys", which was active in the Los Angeles area for several 
years. Eventually, the name was changed to the "Avenue Cribs". By early 1972, the name 
"Crib" was gradually phased out and substituted with "Crip". 

Subsequently, the formation of the Crips gang is historically important to the creation of the 
Bloods. Ironically, the Bloods were an offshoot from their now rival gang, 
the Crips. By 1971, many Crips gangs had merged with other Crips‘ sets and had expanded 
their gang culture and ideology throughout the Los Angeles area. Many gangs began to 
populate the Los Angeles area; several of these gangs eventually becoming part of the original 
Bloods family. The Piru Street Boys in Compton, the Bishops, Athens Park Boys and the 
Denver Lanes were originally associated with the Crips prior to 1972. 

Interestingly, they were temporarily known as the Piru Street Crips and also wore the 
traditional blue bandannas as part of their attire. 
In 1972, the Crips from Compton, and the Pirus had a conflict, which resulted in a rumble. 
The Pirus were out-numbered, and the Crips won the battle. The Pirus wanted to terminate 
peaceful relations with the Crips and had turned to another gang for back up. 

The gangs then called a meeting on Piru Street. The Crips had murdered a L.A. Brim 
member earlier that year, so the Pirus asked the Brims to attend the meeting along with the 
Denver Lanes and the Bishops. 

At the gang meeting, the gangs discussed how to combat Crips intimidation, as well as the 
creation of a new alliance to counter the Crips. Hence, the group created a united 
organization, which eventually became known as the Bloods. The Pirus, Brims, Athens Park 
Boys and other groups who had been threatened or attacked by the Crips, joined the Bloods, 
thus the formation of the United Blood Nation. 

 
( With the history and structure known by many of the west coast blood sets we will focus on 
the east coast sets and structure for they are more violent and wide spread) 

 
 

Gang Structure 

 
The Bloods believe in fighting for the gang‘s principles at all times. No Blood gang 
member is better than the next. Each Blood is a soldier, ―putting in work‖ (fighting), 
maintaining the superiority of all Bloods over their enemies. Their organizational 
structure is conducive to the gang‘s ideology, although their command structure is 
constantly changing and has several different variations. 

 

The following numbers are gang codes used to represent each specific rank. 

 
 

101 First Superior: He is the leader, the disciplinary officer. His function is to oversee the 
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set. 

102 Second Superior: Provides strategies and information to the 1st superior and carries 
out his duties in his absence. 

103 Minister of Information: Provides weapons and discipline to all members of the set. 106 
Commanding Officer (Captain): Dictates orders to all Lieutenants. 

108 Head Lieutenant: Assists and advises the Captain, carrying out the Captain‘s duties 
in his absence. 

109 Lieutenant: Ensures that the principal soldiers carry out orders as issued by the 
Captain. 

110 Principal Soldier: Complies with orders from the Lieutenants, keeps fighting the 
enemy (―banging‖) at all times. 

Original Gangstas - O.G.: Highest rank of the nation. Responsible for the making of the rules 
and appointing superiors. Rank can be held by more than one person, usually the originating 
set member. 

Superior: The leader of one of the subsets. 
Gangsta Blood: Witnessed by a superior committing a violent crime (e.g.stabbings or 
slashings). 

Young Blood: New members. 
C urrently, the Bloods are attempting to reorganize their organizational structure, 
creating yet another hierarchy: 
Godfather: The highest ranking member of the nation, held by one member, known as ―OG 
Mack.‖ 
Original Gangsta: Achieved after completing the first two levels of indoctrination and 
successfully passing a test on the rules and history conducted by a Top Blood. 
T he Bloods view themselves as gangsters and have adopted akas‘ of famous organized 
crime members such as Al Capone, Frank Nitti and Babyface Nelson. 

 
 

The Pledge 

 
To control Blood membership, certain time frames were designated as to when an individual 
can ―pledge‖ Blood. A pledge can only become a member on the 31st day of any given month 
except May. The month of May was possibly omitted to challenge an individual claiming to be 
a Blood (a fake). If prompted by a superior, each member must state when he became a Blood, 
citing the month, day and year. 

 
 

Oath 
 

 

―I pledge allegiance to our flag and to the United Bloods of this chapter. To hear for what we 
stand for, one set under Blood oath and for each Blood to carry the burden of the next Blood.‖ 

 
 

General Gang Rules 

 
1. Blood In 

2. Voted by committee 
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3. Jumped in (31 seconds) (slashing or beating someone in this specific amount of time) 

4. Put in Work (slashing or beating someone) 

5. No Snitches 

6. Never talk about another Blood when he‘s not present 

7. Never talk over the phone about Blood affairs which can be used against us in court 

8. Never talk to anyone other than Bloods about Blood affairs 

9. Never give out codes to anyone but Bloods 

10. Never write down anything about Bloods which can be used against us in court 

11. Never give up a Blood to anyone 

12. Never disrespect a Blood 

13. Never let no fool talk down on the nation 

14. Always help a Blood in need 

15. Always keep your dress code up to par 

16. Always keep your hygiene up to par 

17. Always read Revolutionary Books 

18. Learn your history 

19. Learn the law 20. 
No lying 

21. No dope sniffing 

22. No homosexuals 

23. No fronting (don‘t act like you know something when you don‘t) 

24. No punking out 

25. No yellow or blue 

26. Always cross out your C‘s 

27. No crack smoking 

28. Always put a tear drop on ―RIP O.G. Tye‖ 

29. Always fast on the 31st of the month 

30. Blood out! (part of their expression, ―Blood in, Blood out‖) 

 
 

Code Numbers 

The Bloods have their own coded language (speaking in numbers and phrases which relate to 
certain gang terms and actions). This language is an attempt by gang members, upon 
induction into the gang, to keep the speech between members clandestine, so law enforcement 
officers are unable to decipher what is actually being said among the members. Although 
many of these codes pertain to incarcerated Blood members, many are applicable to the street 
and are important to officer safety, especially those code numbers and words pertaining to 
weapons. A sampling of these codes is contained in the following pages. 

 
 

00 Blood/b-dogs/dawgs (Blood members are also called ―dawgs‖, a term used to 
convey the gang‘s brotherhood.) 

01 Ghettos 

003 Mad dog (Staring someone ―down‖.) 007 
Know what I mean 
009 What‘s up 
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12 Lookin‘ 

13 Tear him up (To slash or shoot someone) 

14 Put ya stroll on (Get ready to fight, slash, shoot, etc.) 015 
Let me know/get back to me 
025 You sure 
031 I got love for you Blood (the official Blood greeting, the ―0‖ referring to the United 
Bloods Nation; the ―30‖ referring to the 30 rules, which the Bloods are expected to live by, 
and the ―1‖ is for ―One Love under Blood.‖ 
038 Hold on (wait) 
044 Blood, it ain‘t easy but it sure is fun (the gang slogan) 050 
Stay on point (stay alert) 
067 Ghetto star (neighborhood non-gang member who commands respect from Blood 
members) 
069 Shakedown (law enforcement search of cell area or street ―frisk‖ of someone) 073 
Tear him up Blood (slash or attack someone) 
091 Send a kite (send a message, usually pertaining to jail) 109 
Snitch 

117 Put some work in/ work out (to cut or slash someone, part 
of the gang ritual) 

118 Step to your business (Attack) 
150 He bugged out (going crazy or nuts) 
169 Stay together 
175 Check your surrounding (watch your back) 183 
Watch your back 

186 Stay on point (be on the lookout for your enemy) 187 
Kill or murder 

 

200 Talk to me in Blood 
211 Lay low 
220 Play your gate (when in a cell, means come to the front of the bars to talk) 225 
They comin‘ 

299 Bones (cigarettes) 

300 Family 

310 You know I‘m going to eat him (slash, attack a victim, who is considered ―food‖) 350 
Know Blood (you know?) 
384 Chicken Head (female non-gang member of low importance) 400 
Down low (clandestine) 
448 Gangsta (refers to any gang member) 555 
I need a gatt (razor or gun) 
577 The hood (anywhere outside jail) 
599 Shines (jewelry) 

649 I don‘t know Blood 
650 I know Blood 
666 Infiltrator (non-gang member that‘s a snitch) 

821 What‘s poppin‘ (what‘s happenin‘) 

917 I‘m pulling back 
1000 Enemy 
1010 Stay in touch 
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1040 Set trippin‘ (something is happening) 
1150 I‘m dead 
1500 NYC 
1600 Get back to me Blood 
1800 Tell Blood 
2100 Speak on it (talk) 
1st avenue Sunday 2nd 
avenue Monday 3rd 
avenue Tuesday 4th 
avenue Wednesday 5th 
avenue Thursday 6th 
avenue Friday 

7th avenue Saturday 1-
4 Police 
1 2 3 - Your in violation (of Blood rules) 
20/20 What‘s up /What‘s poppin‘ 

2-8 - I need a gun 
3-9 - Cuff key 
1/2 clip - I need a gun 

32 cents - Written message 
 

5 o‘clock in the morning - Be on point for an ambush 5 
on it - I need a gat (razor or gun) 
98 rim - Bloods rule 
200 Deep - Speak in codes 

 
 

Code Words 

 
 

AK.47 - It‘s war on site, there‘s beef (there‘s going to be a fight or slashing) 
Always forever - Blood for life 
B-bomb - You know your my dog (dawg) (buddy) B-
life - He‘s a liar 
B-lock - Blood out 
Baller - Drug dealer or gangster 
Baltimore - Getting familiar 
Bedrock/Pistol Grip/Mr.Grim - It‘s on, Eat Food 
Bells - Cells or dorms 

Banging - Fighting 
Blood drops - Baby ―G‖ (juvenile gang member) Blood 
rush - Eat food, make a movie (slash a victim) Blood stain 
- Original ―G‖ or O.G. (Blood member) 

Blue flu - I don‘t trust him (reference to law enforcement, however, can be anyone) Bounty 
Hunter - Bangin‘ (Fighting) 

Brooklyn - I don‘t trust 
Brought feds to my spot Be faking moves (pulling out any type of weapon) 
Brownies Brown Garden Gloves (Gloves used by gang members for fighting, i.e. work gloves 
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or sanitation gloves that they use while performing chores in prison) 
Burgers - Queens C-K-K - Crips & Latin King Killa (referring to their rival gangs) 
Cash Flow - Shines,Jewelry 

Check one - Listen to the enemy 
Close up - I see him Courted in - Means of being accepted (puttin‘ in the work) D-by - 
Send that down (when incarcerated, means pass it down in the cells) Dat godfather 
flow - Real ―G‖ don‘t die (referring to gang members) 

Desert Storm - Prepare for war 
Dog catcher - Police 

Doggie Bag - I‘m going to Eat (Attack) 
Death row - N.Y.C. 
Dirty Dancin‘ - It‘s on Drippin‘ - Colors (concept of the gang brotherhood, ―we know what 
we are‖) 

 

Drop top - Did you get drugs? 
Dumb dumb - I‘m disarmed 

E-ricket - Enemy 
Female - Police 
Flip the clip - Puttin‘ in the work 

G-down - Dressed in Blood clothing / colors 
Gangster Paradise - Queens 
George Jackson - Angry,tight 
Ghost town - Bronx 
Harlem town - Manhattan 
Harry who - Handcuff bone (the key) 
Heavy Metal - Gun 
Inglewood - Don‘t put him on point (keep the person in the dark, 
don‘t divulge any information) 
Jungle - Brooklyn 
K-9 - Police 

 
Concept of War 

 
1. Always listen before you talk, look before you walk, and observe before you stalk. 

2. In war, you must follow the commands of the higher rank, who have been 
designated as such because they are more, if not better informed, than you. 

3. Never make important decisions while angry, because an intemperate nature can cause 
one to run into a brick wall. Allow time to rationalize. 

4. What is pain to a warrior is but a privilege; pain, and handling pain are measures of a 
warrior, for to know victory is to know defeat. 

5. The injuries that you inflict upon the enemy should be considered such a vicious act of 
terrorism; that the damage inflicted caused the enemy to never consider revenge. 

6. Never allow the enemy to live in your midst, because one day he may rise up to repay 
you for that mistake. 

7. One must be a fox to recognize a trap, and a lion to fight and intimidate the enemy. 

8. The best defense is often times, a good offense. 

9. There is no greater sin in war than ignorance. 
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10. War has no room for diplomacy,war is outright vicious. 

11. Beware of those around you who shout out the most, yet find time to talk during 
conflict. These individuals will reason with the enemy. 

12. In war, strive for the following: 

 
A. Render the enemy helpless 

B. Disrupt the enemies alliances 

C. Attack before you are attacked 

13. Silence and observation are major weapons in defense, observe what you see, and listen to 
what you hear. 

14. During war or peace, never allow your priorities to be misguided. 
 
 

Crips 

 
 

During the 1960‘s, many gangs were involved in a violent crime wave that swept 
through South Central Los Angeles. 
Two individuals, Stanley ―Tookie‖ Williams and Raymond Washington formed one of these 
gangs called the ―Baby Avenues,‖ whose name was eventually changed to the ―Avenue 
Cribs.‖ By early 1972, the name ―Crib‖ was gradually substituted with ―Crip,‖ Various 
stories exist on the gang name‘s actual origin. Crip is believed to have originated from 
―Crib,‖ however, it might also have been derived from the ―Tales of the Crypt‖ television 
series. Crip is also thought to be an ancronym standing for Common Revolution in Progress. 

Crips activity started on Los Angeles high school campuses including such sets as the ―East 
Side Crips,‖ the ―West Side Crips,‖ the ―Compton Crips,‖ etc. Also, several existing gangs 
incorporated the Crip name into their current gang set‘s name; for example, the ―Main Street 
Gangstas‖ became the ―Main Street Crips. Other Crips sets included the ―Kitchen Crips,‖ the 
―Deuce Crips, ‖the ―Rollin'‘ 20 Crips,‖ etc. Although these gangs adopted the Crips name, 
some remained independent and maintained their own leadership and members. 
Furthermore, 

these sets constantly fought each other, engaging in various criminal activities including 
extortion, assault, robbery, etc. Additionally, with the influx of the crack cocaine trade in the 
1980‘s, the Crips, along with many other street gangs, became heavily involved in the 
narcotics trafficking / distribution scene,which necessitated their need for firearms and other 
weapons. 

 
Gang Structure 

 
The Crips are considerably less structured and organized when compared to other gangs 
that align themselves with Folks /People Nation street gangs. Each Crip set basically has 
their own individual structure, however, all sets usually have one ―head‖ leader, with the 
second head-in-charge known as the ―half man." 

 
 

Gang Initiation 
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The initial five members of the set are ―blessed in,‖ which is admittance into the gang 
with a mere handshake from the set head. Members may also be born into a set. 

However, set members may recruit prospective gang members by seeking their set head 
leader‘s approval. If the head believes the individual to be Crips material, he will inform the 
probationary member that he will be ―loc-ed‖ in, by having six other veteran Crips members 
jump and ―beat him down‖ for sixty seconds, in order to be accepted into the set. Once this 
procedure is completed, the members must continually prove 

themselves by ―drinking milk,‖ which is ―drawing blood from a slob,‖ by slashing, 
shooting or badly beating a Bloods gang member. 

 

Gang Colors and Enemies 

 
Crips colors are blue, signifying members as ―soldiers‖ and grey, signifying that they are in 
―war.‖ East coast Crips wear all their bandannas, hats, tattoes and piercings on the left-hand 
side, whereas west coast Crips wear everything on the right. 
The Crips align themselves with Folk/People Nation gangs, such as Folk Neta, Latin KIngs 
and Zulu Nation. Although inconsistencies do exist between different Crips sets, and certain 
sets might sympathize with different rival gangs, all Crips‘ sets consider the Bloods the arch-
enemy. 

Everytime a Crip member writes the letter ―B,‖ he is to put a slash through this letter. 
Currently, even though the Bloods still outnumber the Crips in the city, membership is 
continually increasing, and subsequently, many Rikers Island Bloods are converting to the 
Crips, and the Crips now outnumber the Bloods nationwide. 

   Code Numbers 

 
The Crips have their own codified language, speaking in phrases which relate to certain gang 
terms and actions. This language is an attempt by gang members, upon induction into the 
gang, to keep the speech between members clandestine; so that law enforcement officers are 
unable to decipher what is actually being said among the members. These numbers and codes 
are applicable to the street and are subsequently important to officer safety, especially those 
code words pertaining to weapons, a sampling of which is contained in the following pages. 

Although these numbers and codes are updated and changed quite frequently (based on the 
whims of the ―superiors‖ of the gang), a sampling of the most popular words are listed on the 
following pages. Some code words are self-explanatory, however, others require some 
clarification, which is explained in the parentheses. 

 
 

000 - Snitch 

039 - Love for all Crips 
031 - Love for all Slobs (a Blood) 
007 - Guns 
101 - Enemy 
187 or 18 - To kill a ―slob‖, catch a body, a hit (a Blood) 
10/10 - Cops 
20/20 Watch what you say 
211 - To rob someone, jack a fool 

360 - When a Slob (Blood) or a Hook (Latin King), is seen, or a Crip or Folk is in trouble 
405 - Violation of gang conduct (member disobeys gang rules) 407 - 
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Violation in progress (member is disobeying gang rules) 408 - 
Watch what you say 

 

409 - Be alert 
410 - Folk in battle (the gang is part of ―folk‖ gangs) 
412 - Posse up (members assembling together) 420 - 
Disciple in trouble (gang member) 
6 - Police 

 
 

Code Words 

 
 

Black Flag - Kill 
Chessmen - Crips 
Chia Man & da Kima - Bloods 
Dice - Hit 
Drinking Milk - slashing an individual, preferably a Blood member 
Dog Face - Infiltrator 

Drivin‘ Iron - Investigate 
Garage - Cell 
Gong Show - Visit 
Hand Candy - Knife 
Headlight - Money 
History - Codes (speak using codes) Hot 
Wheel - Hacksaw 
Loc-ed or C-Loced - Getting a beat down to be admitted into a set 
Library - Information 
Mafia - Police 
Mar‘s Bar - Bomb 

Medicine Cabinet - File 
Park - School 

 
 

Code of Honor 

 
 

The Crips, like most street gangs, have their own set of rules and regulations, which must 
be memorized and practiced everyday for the rest of the member‘s life. The rules are set in 
denominations of two, because the gang usually uses only even numbers (for some 
unknown reason) when composing gang materials for distribution. 

2. C-life, for life, or no life Cuzz! 
Once you receive this code, there is no turning back now. C-life from the Cradle to the 
Casket Cuzz! The sky is blue, I bang blue and I wanna C all slobs die! 

 
 

4. Dress Code is blue and gray, when out of dress code, wear other colors (white, orange, 
green, purple, black, etc.). You must flag or pocket sag. No red at all whatsoever! Green is 
a Folk color that these New York slobs are trying to claim. Folk is Crip first Cuzz, so if 
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you wear green, you must memorize this code. Yellow is Latin King, stay away from it 
even though they are not enemies, but they are not cuzz either. Purple and gold/orange 
are United Kingdom Crips colors. 

6. When dealing with slobs, first make sure that they are real slobs, not just wannabees. 
Before you set trip and let them know that you are cuzz, make sure they are flagging. If 
they are not flagging or tucking their rags, then just let them know you are Cuzz by 
throwing up your signs in the air (not just on your chest) and calling them out with their 
real name slobs! If you jump off with the fool, don‘t play him too close because these slobs 
stay trying to play tag with them razor blades. If you need to retaliate, seek revenge and 
get back the slobs. 

Remember to mention it to a head during any meeting so he could put a 187 on the slob 
set. You know you got an entire family of ridahs ready to put in work with you Cuzz? Do 
not deal with no slobets! You can‘t trust slobs at all, male or female, if they know where 
you rest at, they will give up that info to their fellow dogs. Dog does not mean slob, it 
means homeboy, these New York slobs are adding stuff as they go along. Crippin‘ it up is 
not just about fighting slobs, remember that! 

8. When greeting a fellow Cuzz, first check if he is flagging or in dress code, then hollar 
him out with a greeting such as ―What‘s up Cuzz?‖ or ―Ceez up Cuzz‖ or ―What the C-
life like?‖ When you show Cuzz love, ask him where he from or what set he claim. Let 
him know what your Cuzz to maintain and C-safe. 

10. Some neutrals are cool, but stay away from those 50/50 stack fruit cakes, cause 
they will always give you up when they are on the hot seat! 

Don‘t role with too many neutrals cause if you get into static they may not jump off with 
you. Rolling with neutrals is not a good choice for you or the neutral. Meaning if slobs step 
to the neutral and he admits he isn‘t Cuzz, it makes him look like a fool and you a mark 
cause you are with him and he doesn‘t throw it up. 

12. Crip common knowledge: 

everything is on the left side, when flagging and pocket sagging. All loc numbers should 
be even. When writing you must cross out all ―b‘s.‖ Learn the slang from your head, 
halfmans and your experienced G‘s. 

Apply your lessons to your lifestyle. 
Crippin‘ it up is not a gang, it is a way of life through stages (baby, Lil G, Straight G, and 
O.G.). It is a positive cause for uniting the ghettos of this wicked nation. Our original home 
is in the hoods of Los Angeles and Long Beach, California. It is now a nationwide family 
from L.A. down to Houston over to Atlanta up to the Carolinas, 

Virginia, Maryland and New York, and many more hoods across this nation! 
14. Friends of ours all follow similar principles: Folks throwin‘ C‘s up. Enemies of ours 
are savages that follow a lawless path: Bloods (always call them slobs) are enemies of 
Folks, 

along with some sets of Vatos Locos, and just any set that isn‘t showing us love and 
respect. 

 
 
 
 

16. You should begin all set activities with stacking Crip for life then our set. Please don‘t 
claim B.K. until you put in the work. Cuzz, it is only a matter of time til you go on a G 
ride. Learn your signs from your stacking lessons and your heads, halfmans and 
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experienced G‘s. 

18. All violators are given two warnings. If you violate again, you have to hit the 
square! The following are violations: out of dress and no flag, late to meetings or not 
showing up (you must call a head or half-man), fighting a fellow loc for no reason 
worth scrapping for, not showing love to fellows locs, wearing red (no excuse!), dealing 
with slobs / slobets and showing them love, not going out for or running on or 
snitching on a fellow Cuzz, or sharing Crip information with anyone who isn‘t Cuzz. 

20. Never let anyone take your flag away from you. Never share your codes of honor 
with neutrals and slobs. Only walk with your codes if necessary. You should maintain it 
in your memory and heart. Remember no razors, we don‘t eat food, we drink milk! 

LEARN YOUR CODES OF HONOR, 

HAVE PRIDE IN IT AND RESPECT IT! STAY SAFE CUZZ! 
 
 

Gangster Disciples 

 
 

Gangster Disciples is one of the largest and most violent street gangs in the United 
States. Having originated in Chicago, Illinois, the gang is structured like a corporation 
and is led by a chairman of the board and two boards of directors. 
Gang membership is estimated between 50,000 and 100,000, and most members are 
African American males from the Chicago metropolitan area. The gang is most active in 
the Great Lakes, Southeast, and West Central regions and is expanding into the Pacific 
and Southwest regions. Its main source of income is from the street level distribution of 
powdered and crack cocaine, marijuana, and heroin. The gang also is involved in many 
other types of criminal activity including assault, drive-by shooting, homicide, 
identification fraud, robbery, burglary, and extortion. 

 
The Gangster Disciples (GD), originally called Black Gangster Disciple Nation (BGDN), 
was formed in Chicago, Illinois, during the 1960s to protect members from other gangs 
and to profit from criminal activity. BGDN initially consisted of several hundred African 
American members from numerous smaller gangs that were brought together by Larry 
―King‖ Hoover. Hoover became involved with street gangs as a teenager, leading his first 
gang in 1966 at age 16. By 1967 Hoover had merged his gang with a rival gang, King 
Cobras, and formed Black Gangsters (BG). By 1969 Black Gangsters had expanded to over 
5,000 members. In late 1969 Hoover merged Black Gangsters with David Barksdale‘s 
Black Disciples (BD) gang and created Black Gangster Disciple Nation. During the 1970s 
an increase in the gang‘s narcotics distribution activities in Chicago resulted in an increase 
in law enforcement prosecutions. In 1973 Larry Hoover, second in command of BGDN, 
was convicted of a gang-related murder and sentenced to 150 to 200 years in prison. In 
1974 David Barksdale, the leader of BGDN, died from kidney failure, and a power struggle 
within the gang‘s leadership ensued. BGDN conse-quently broke into three factions--
Gangster Disciples, Black Disciples, and Black Gangsters, all of which remain active. 
Despite being incarcerated, Hoover was able to retain the leadership and control of 
Gangster Disciples. In the 1980s Gangster Disciples reorganized and expanded its 
membership and drug distri-bution operations, making it one of the most powerful street 
gangs in the country. From his prison cell, Larry Hoover reorganized the gang, 
structuring it like a corporation--with a hierarchy and a detailed set of rules and 
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regulations. The reorganization allowed Hoover and his boards of directors greater 
control of the gang as its mem-bership increased to over 20,000. The reorganiza-tion also 
afforded Hoover, the chairman of the board, greater control over the gang‘s distribution of 
powdered and crack cocaine, marijuana, and heroin in eight states. During the 1990s 
Gangster Disciples ex-panded its drug distribution activities and at-tempted to improve 
its image by creating various community and political organizations. The creation of 
organizations such as the Growth and Development Organization and 21st Century 

V.O.T.E. (Voices of Total Empowerment) allowed the gang‘s boards of directors to exert 
political influence over local governments and Chicago communities 

 

In August 1995, however, 39 Gangster Disciples board members and leaders were indicted 
on federal narcotics distribution charges. The federal indictment resulted in the 1997 
conviction of Larry Hoover and 38 other members and caused Hoover‘s transfer from a 
state prison in Illinois to a federal prison in Colorado. The conviction of these leaders did 
not halt the gang‘s growth. Instead, it prompted geographic expansion as gang members 
began migrating from Chicago to smaller cities and towns in the Great Lakes and 
Southeast regions in an attempt to avoid law enforcement. The result was expanded turf 
for the gang‘s drug distribu-tion activities. By 1999 members of Gangster Disciples were 
distributing drugs in 42 states. Gangster Disciples remains one of the largest and most 
violent street gangs in Chicago and the United States. The gang is most active in the 
Great Lakes, Southeast, and West Central regions and is expanding into the Pacific and 
Southwest regions. Larry Hoover remains the gang‘s leader and currently is incarcerated 
in the Bureau of Prisons Administrative Detention Facility in Florence, Colorado. 

 
 

Alliances 

 
 
Gangster Disciples is the leading national group in the Folk Nation alliance system. 
Larry Hoover created this system as a means of protect-ing alliance members within the 
prison system. The alliance is strong within the prison system but less effective once a 
member is released. The Folk Nation alliance also includes Black Dis-ciples, Imperial 
Gangsters, International Posse, La Raza, Latin Disciples, Spanish Gangster Disciples, 
Party People, and Satan Disciples. 

 
 

Adversaries 

 
 
Gangster Disciples‘ main rivals are all People Nation gangs, particularly Vice Lord Nation 
and Black Peace Stone Nation. People Nation, which also was created to protect alliance 
members within the prison system, is the rival alliance of Folk Nation. The People Nation 
alliance includes Latin Kings, Vice Lord Nation, Black Peace Stones, Cobra Stones, El Rukn, 
Insane Popes, Gaylords, Future Stones, Insane Unknown, King Cobras, Latin Counts, Latin 
Dragons, Latin Pachucos, Latin Saints, and Spanish Lords. 

 

Organizational Structure 
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Gangster Disciples is a highly structured organization with a centralized leadership that 
coordinates the distribution of large amounts of illicit drugs. Gangster Disciples is led by 
Larry Hoover, the chairman of the board, who is respon-sible for creating policy and for 
directing and controlling all activity through two boards of directors--one made up of five 
incarcerated gang members and another made up of five gang members on the street. The 
boards of directors are responsible for implementing all of the chairman‘s policies and 
directives. Board members are responsible for overseeing and coordinating the activities 
of the governors/area coordinators. Governors/area coordinators are responsible for 
directing and coordinating drug distribution in their assigned geographic areas. The 
geographic area under the direction of a governor/area coordi-nator can range from a 
single street to an entire county. Governors/area coordinators also are called upon to 
resolve disputes among gang members, collect dues, and report to the boards of directors. 
The dues collected by the governors are used to fund the organization‘s operations, assist 
members with legal problems, and provide money to the families of slain members. 

Regents, who coordinate drug distribution and manage the daily operations of the street 
enforcers and soldiers, report directly to the governors/area coordinators. Street 
enforcers are responsible for ensuring that all members follow the regents‘ orders. 
Soldiers are responsible for the distribution of drugs as well as other criminal activity. 
Soldiers distribute drugs as a means of paying their dues. Furthermore, nonmembers who 
sell drugs on the gang‘s turf are required to pay a street tax, a portion of the profits they 
receive from drug sales, to the organization. 

 
 

Membership 
 

Gangster Disciples is one of the largest street gangs in the United States. The gang is 
estimated to have between 50,000 and 100,000 members and associates--with as many as 
35,000 members in Chicago alone. Most Gangster Dis-ciples members are African 
American men in their early 30s, although members range in age from 10 to 40. All 
members are required to take an oath and memorize and obey all gang laws and rules. 
Members also are required to attend weekly meetings held by governors/area 
coordinators. If a member violates the gang‘s laws or rules or misses a meeting, the 
member is beaten. Members are easily identified by the symbols and clothing they wear. 
Their most commonly displayed symbol is the six-point 

Star of David. 
The six-point star is symbolic of the gang‘s six principles of love, life, loyalty, wisdom, 
knowl-edge, and understanding. The gang uses the star in graffiti, jewelry, and tattoos. 
Other symbols used by the gang include 
upward-crossed pitchforks, hearts, wings, flames, crowns, devil‘s tails, the letters GD, 
BGD, BOS (Brothers of the Struggle),or numbers that have a special significance to the 
gang. 

 

Members also distinguish themselves by wearing the gang‘s colors, which are black and 
blue. Some members also wear their clothing to the right side of their body as a means of 
showing their relationship with the Folk Nation. For ex-ample, members wear black and 
blue shoelaces only on the right shoe, tilt their hats to the right, and fold their right pant 
legs. 
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Vice Lords 
 

The Almighty Vice Lord Nation (Vice Lords for short, abbreviated AVLN) is the second 
largest and one of the oldest street gangs in Chicago, Illinois. Its total membership is 
estimated to be between 30,000 and 35,000. It is also one of the founding members of the 
People Nation multi-gang alliance. 

 
In 1957, the Vice Lords gang was founded by several African American youths originally 
from the North Lawndale neighborhood of Chicago. These youths met while incarcerated 
in the Illinois State Training School for Boys in St. Charles (also known as the St. Charles 
Juvenile Correctional Facility). At the time, they were led by founding member Edwin 
"Pepalo" Perry. The name "vice" was chosen when a gang founder looked up the term in 
the dictionary and found the meaning as "having a tight hold". 

 
CVLN, Inc. 

 
In an attempt at softening their public image, a leader of one of the original 8 Vice Lord sets 
changed the gang's name to "Conservative Vice Lords", which today serves as the 
foundation of the entire Vice Lord Nation. They developed new logos and advertised 
themselves as a community outreach group. They went as far as to petition for a 
community outreach chapter named "Conservative Vice Lord Incorporated". This attempt 
was successful enough that the group began to receive a large amount of positive publicity 
from various politicians and community leaders. CVL, Inc. established several recreational 
areas for neighborhood children which were then used as meeting houses after they had 
closed for the day. In 1970, two Vice Lord leaders, Alfonso Alfred, and Bobby Gore, applied 
for a $275,000 grant from the Rockefeller Foundation. The Rockefeller Foundation 
approved the grant. This era of the CVL is documented in the 1970 film, Lord Thing, by 
Chicago filmmaker DeWitt Beall. Those featured in the film include Bobby Gore, Kenneth 
"Goat" Parks, Eddy "Pepilo" Perry, Don McIlvaine, Leonard Sengali and William Franklin. 
At the same time, the gang was successfully consolidating smaller neighborhood gangs 
(including the Cherokees, the Morphines, the Commanches, the Continental Pimps, the 
Imperial Chaplains, the Clovers, the Cobras, and the Braves) into the Vice Lord Nation. As 
a result, their numbers swelled significantly. Despite the positive press, it was soon 
discovered that the Vice Lords were still violent criminals. An introduction of narcotics into 
the Lawndale neighborhood during this time, along with a rapid increase in crimes 
involving intimidation,extortion, and murders of business owners who refused to pay for 
"protection" were perpetuated by the gang. 

 
 

After public pressure, a federal investigation into CVL, Inc.'s use of the Rockefeller grant 
money was conducted and as a result, several leaders were arrested and sent to prison. By 
the early 1980s, Perry and Alfred were dead, and Gore was in prison for murder. The 
younger Vice Lord leadership attempted to conceal the gang's true intentions with another 
camouflage campaign, this time by adopting Islamic ideologies. By the mid-1990s, they had 
created a large document called Lords of Islam which addressed new rules for the gang. 
Their headquarters, located near Pulaski and 16th Street, is referred to as the "Holy City". 
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Willie Lloyd 

 
As a teenager growing up on Chicago's West Side in the 1960s, Willie Lloyd joined the 

Unknown Vice Lords, a faction based along 16th Street in the Lawndale neighborhood. 
Lloyd soon became the faction's leader and recruited thousands of followers. Eventually he 
proclaimed himself "King of Kings" and stated that he was the leader of the entire Vice Lord 
Nation. However, his tenure was interrupted by a prison term for his part in the murder of a 
police officer in Iowa. Lloyd continued to lead the gang on the outside through fellow 
inmates and prison employees affiliated with the gang. While incarcerated, Lloyd wrote The 
Amalgamated Order of Lordism, a 61-page manifesto on the Vice Lord command structure 
in the prisons and on the streets. He was incarcerated in 1971 until his release on parole in 
1986, then was back in prison a year later a weapons conviction until another parole in 
1992. When he left prison in 1992, he was picked up by fellow gang members dressed in furs 
who were driving a convoy of five limousines. Later in 1992, he was involved in a protracted 
gang war over control of the Vice Lord Nation, involving kidnapping and the murder of 
rival members' children. Law enforcement intensified its efforts to remove Lloyd from the 
street, and from 1994 to 2001, he was again incarcerated for weapons violations. During 
Lloyd's quarter-century as gang leader, Vice Lord drug deals, extortion and other crimes 
reportedly led to thousands of homicides. In 1996, police had supposedly linked every 
murder committed in Chicago's 15th district back to orders from Lloyd. Lloyd publicly quit 
the Vice Lords after his release from prison and became an outspoken critic of gang life. 
Lloyd attempted to earn a living as a gang mediator, and he became affiliated with a non-
profit organization. He was briefly a guest lecturer for a class called "Street Gangs in 
Chicago" at DePaul University, which was controversial, in part, due to field trips in which 
Lloyd took the students to the West Side. In August 2003, Lloyd was shot four times in 
Garfield Park. This was the third assassination attempt on Lloyd. Lloyd became paralyzed 
from the neck down due to injuries from the 

shooting. Rumors persisted that Lloyd still wanted to collect a "tax" from the Vice Lords as its 
leader, even though he had supposedly left gang life. Lloyd has given interviews stating that 
he believes his attackers included some of his former henchmen. Lloyd died in 2005 aged 64. 

 
 

MS-13 

 
 

Mara Salvatrucha, commonly known as MS-13, is an international criminal gang that 
originated in Los Angeles, California, in the 1970s and 1980s. Originally, the gang was set up 
to protect Salvadoran immigrants from other gangs in the Los Angeles area. 

Over time, the gang grew into a more traditional criminal organization. MS-13 is defined by 
its cruelty, and its rivalry with the 18th Street gang. Many MS-13 members were deported to 
El Salvador after the close of the Salvadoran Civil War in 1992, or upon being arrested, 
facilitating the spread of the gang to Central America. The gang is currently active in many 
parts of the continental United States, Canada, Mexico, and Central America. Most members 
are Central American, Salvadorans in particular. As an international gang, its history is 
closely tied to United States–El Salvador relations. In 2018, the gang's US membership of up 
to 10,000 accounted for less than 1% of the 

1.4 million gang members in the United States, and a similar share of gang murders. The 
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gang is often referenced by the United States' Republican Party to advocate for stricter 
immigration policies. 

 
There is some dispute about the etymology of the name. Some sources state the gang is named 
for La Mara, a street in San Salvador, and the Salvatrucha guerrillas who fought in the 
Salvadoran Civil War. Additionally, the word mara means gang in Caliche slang and is taken 
from marabunta, the name of a fierce type of ant. "Salvatrucha" may be a combination of the 
words Salvadoran and trucha, a Caliche word for being alert. 

The term "Salvatruchas" has been explained as a reference to Salvadorian peasants trained to 
become guerrilla fighters, referred to as the "Farabundo Martí National Liberation Front." 
The ‗13‘ is believed to stand for the letter M, the thirteenth letter of the alphabet, but it has 
also been rumored to pay homage to a California prison gang, the Mexican Mafia. 

 
Central Americans are the primary targets of violence and threats of violence by 
MS-13. Many of the victims are minors. Minors also make up most suspects arrested for 
killings attributed to MS-13. Many school districts receiving Central American migrants 
were reluctant to admit unaccompanied teenagers when they arrived from Central America, 
which left them at home and vulnerable to gang recruitment. 

Recruitment is often forced. In El Salvador, children are recruited while traveling to school, 
church, or work. Youth who are arrested for whatever reason are usually impressed into some 
gang or another during incarceration. They are notorious for their 

violence and a subcultural moral code based on merciless retribution. Aspirants are beaten 
for 13 seconds as an initiation to join the gang, a ritual known as a "beat-in". MS-13 is often 
public in its violence. Infanticide and femicide are common, with El Salvador hosting the 
third highest femicide rate in the world. In 2016, one in 5,000 Salvadoran women were 
killed. Legal impunity is a key factor. In femicide cases, only 5% result in convictions. Violent 
retributions target both enemy gangs as well as their families, friends, and neighbors 

 

Entire families will be wiped out in a single attack, regardless of age. Buses full of passengers 
from the wrong parts of town will be burned in broad daylight, passengers still aboard. Police 
officers, government officials, and community organizations are also frequent targets. Attacks 
like these have led the Supreme Court of El Salvador to authorize the classification of gangs as 
terrorist organizations. This cruelty of the distinguished members of the "Maras" or 
"Mareros" resulted in some being recruited by the Sinaloa Cartel battling against Los Zetas in 
an ongoing drug war in Mexico. Their wide-ranging activities have drawn the attention of the 
FBI and Immigration and Customs Enforcement, who have initiated wide-scale raids against 
known and suspected gang members, arresting hundreds across the United States. In an 
interview with Bill Ritter in late 2017, Nassau County, New York District Attorney Madeline 
Singas, referring to crimes committed by MS-13 gang members, stated: "The crimes that we're 
talking about are brutal. Their weapon of choice is a machete. We end up seeing people with 
injuries that I've never seen before. You know, limbs hacked off. And that's what the bodies 
look like that we're recovering. So, they're brutal. 

They're ruthless, and we're gonna be relentless in our attacks against them."The choice of a 
machete contrasts with other gangs, which prefer to use guns. Officials state the gang has 
ambitions to become a 'national brand' with an organization to match the Mafia or Mexican 
drug cartels and estimate its membership has grown by several thousand in the last decade, 
with a presence in forty states. Many Mara Salvatrucha members cover themselves in tattoos, 
including the face. Common markings include "MS", "Salvatrucha", the "Devil Horns", and 
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the name of their clique. By 2007, the gang was moving away from face tattoos to make it 
easier to commit crimes without being noticed. Members of Mara Salvatrucha, like those of 
most modern American gangs, utilize a system of hand signs for purposes of identification 
and communication. One of the most displayed is the "devil's head" which forms an 'M' when 
displayed upside down. This hand sign is similar to the symbol commonly displayed by heavy 
metal musicians and their fans. Founders of Mara Salvatrucha adopted the hand sign after 
attending concerts of heavy metal bands. MS-13 gangs in the United States are loosely 
affiliated with one another and their specific activities are primarily determined by local 
circumstances. In El Salvador, the gang is more centralized and cohesive. 

 
The Mara Salvatrucha gang originated in Los Angeles, set up in the 1980s by Salvadoran 
immigrants in the city's Pico-Union neighborhood who immigrated to the United States 
after the Central American civil wars of the 1980s. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, 
Salvadoran asylum seekers were refused asylum in the U.S. and instead classified as 
undocumented immigrants. As such, Salvadorans began to immigrate without documents in 
increasing numbers. They mostly settled in cities with large undocumented populations, like 
Los Angeles. Salvadoran asylum claims were neglected until the 1991 case American 
Baptist Churches v. Thornburgh. The case's settlement agreement required Guatemalan 
and Salvadoran asylum claims to be reevaluated, as long as they had entered the U.S. by 
1990. By this point, the Civil War was already drawing to a close after more than a decade of 
fighting. Before ABC v. 

Thornburg and even after, Salvadoran immigrants were left highly vulnerable to 
exploitation. In the very beginning, MS-13 was a group of young, delinquent, heavy metal 
fans who lived in Los Angeles. 

 

However, the undocumented community in Los Angeles was subject to severe racial 
prejudices and persecution. Under these conditions, MS-13 began to mutate into a gang. 
Originally, the gang's main purpose was to protect Salvadoran immigrants from the other, 
more established gangs of Los Angeles, who were predominantly composed of Mexicans, 
Asians, and African Americans. The gang became a more traditional criminal organization 
under the auspices of Ernesto Deras. Deras was a former member of Salvadoran special forces, 
trained in Panama by United States Green Berets. On gaining leadership of an MS-13 clique 
in 1990, he used his military training to discipline the gang and improve its logistical 
operations. It was after this point that the gang began to grow in power. MS-13's rivalry with 
the 18th Street Gang also began in this period. MS-13 and 18th Street were initially friendly, 
since they were some of the only gangs to allow Salvadorans to join. What exactly caused their 
alliance to fall apart is uncertain. Most versions point to a fight over a girl in 1989. In the 
incident, an MS-13 gangster was killed, which led to a cycle of vengeance that has escalated 
into an intense and generalized animosity between the two gangs. Many Mara Salvatrucha 
gang members from the Los Angeles area have been deported after being arrested. 

For example, Jose Abrego, a high-ranking member, was deported four times. As a result of 
these deportations, members of MS-13 have recruited more members in their home countries. 
The Los Angeles Times contends that deportation policies have contributed to the size and 
influence of the gang both in the United States and in Central America. There was no 
significant gang activity in El Salvador until after MS-13 gangsters were deported there from 
Los Angeles. Large-scale deportations began shortly after the close of the Salvadoran Civil 
War in 1992. The war had lasted for more than 12 years and included the deliberate 
terrorizing and targeting of civilians by US-trained government death squads including the 
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targeting of prominent clergy from the Catholic Church. The war also saw the recruitment of 
child soldiers and other human rights violations, mostly by the military, which left the 
country susceptible to gang infiltration. As a part of the Chapultepec Peace Accords, the 
post-war Salvadoran government was required to stop using the standing army as a police 
force and form a new national police service. However, the ruling political party, ARENA, was 

a descendant of the wartime military government. To favor military allies, it delayed the 
formation of the Policía Nacional Civil. When the PNC was finally organized 1993, parts of 
the police force were created by integrating the armed forces. Some of the members of the 
nascent police force were known war criminals. The lack of a proper police force meant that 
deported gangsters faced little opposition when establishing MS-13 in El Salvador. To 
compound the issue, the post-war period was marked by the existence of many uncontrolled 
arms left over from the conflict, which allowed MS-13 to become a significant arms trafficker. 
This remains one of its primary revenue sources today, alongside extortion and assassination. 
In addition, the economic struggles of the post-war period, alongside neoliberal trade reforms 
likely contributed to the growth of MS-13. 

 

 

Aryan Brotherhood 
 

The Aryan Brotherhood, also known as the Brand or the AB, is a neo-Nazi prison gang and 
organized crime syndicate based in the United States which has an estimated 15,000–20,000 
members both in and out of prison. The Anti-Defamation League calls it the "oldest and most 
notorious racist prison gang in the United States." According to the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI), the Aryan Brotherhood makes up an extremely low percentage of the 
entire US prison population, but it is responsible for a disproportionately large number of 
prison murders. The gang has focused on the economic activities typical of organized crime 
entities, particularly drug trafficking, extortion, inmate prostitution, and murder-for-hire. 
Organization of its whites-only membership varies from prison to prison but is generally 
hierarchical, headed by a twelve-man council topped by a three-man commission. The Aryan 
Brotherhood uses various terms, symbols, and images to identify themselves, including 
shamrocks, swastikas, and other symbols. To join, members may swear a blood bath or take a 
pledge; acceptance into the Aryan Brotherhood is aided by a prospect's willingness to kill 
another inmate. 

 
Most prisons in the United States were racially segregated until the 1960s. As prisons began 
to desegregate, many inmates organized along racial lines. The Aryan Brotherhood is believed 
to have been formed at San Quentin State Prison, but it may have been inspired by the 
Bluebird Gang. They decided to strike against the blacks who were forming their own militant 
group called the Black Guerrilla Family. In the early 1970s, the Aryan Brotherhood had a 
connection with Charles Manson and the Manson Family. Several members of the Manson 
Family were in prison at the time, and they attempted to join forces. However, the 
relationship did not last long as the Aryan Brotherhood considered Manson "too leftist," while 
members also took offense at the murder of pregnant actress Sharon Tate. In 1981, Thomas 
Silverstein and Clayton Fountain were charged with the murder of a black inmate named 
Robert Chappelle in the United States Penitentiary, Marion, control unit. It was believed that 
Silverstein and Fountain strangled Chappelle in his cell. Silverstein and Fountain later killed 
Raymond Smith, a friend of Robert Chappelle. The two men stabbed Smith 67 times. 
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Silverstein then started to plan to kill a correctional officer. On October 22, 1983, gang 
members from the Aryan Brotherhood killed two correction officers at Marion. Silverstein 
killed an officer named Merle Clutts, stabbing him approximately 40 times. Several hours later, 
Fountain also killed an officer named Robert Hoffman. The tactics used were developed for a 
prior inmate murder; Silverstein used an improvised knife and handcuff key while being taken 
to the showers. He picked the lock, then attacked and killed Merle Clutts. Fountain used 
similar tactics to kill Robert Hoffman. By the 1990s, the Aryan Brotherhood had shifted its 
focus away from killing for strictly racial reasons and focused on organized crime such as drug 
trafficking, prostitution, and sanctioned murders. They took on organized crime-level power 
inside of the prison system, and they hold more power than the Italian crime families within 
the prison system. 

 

For example, Gambino crime family boss John Gotti was assaulted while incarcerated in 
Marion Federal Penitentiary in 1996, and he allegedly asked the Aryan Brotherhood to 
murder his attacker. Gotti's attacker was immediately transferred to protective custody and 
the planned retaliation was abandoned. In April 1993, members of the Aryan Brotherhood 
along with members of the Black Muslims and other gangs in the Southern Ohio 
Correctional Facility initiated the Lucasville Prison Riot in Lucasville. 

The rioters took several officers hostage and killed nine inmates, then killed an officer. Their 
complaints included alleged abusive treatment and overcrowding, with Black Muslims also 
demanding an end to mandatory tuberculosis testing, which they said violated their faith. 

ideology, the major motivation is money, and they have occasionally set aside racist views, 
such as by allying themselves with Latino gangs, to make a profit. The SPLC, which 
monitors hate groups and other extremists throughout the United States, has designated 
the Aryan Brotherhood as "...the nation‘s oldest major white supremacist prison gang and a 
national crime syndicate," and the "...largest and deadliest prison gang in the United 
States." Daryl Johnson, leader of the Domestic Terrorist Analysis Team whose job it is to 
monitor the activity of right-wing militias and other domestic terrorist groups, said that 
white supremacist organizations in prisons are a "...radicalization threat," committing acts 
of violence inside prison, and then in the larger communities after release. Johnson named 
the Aryan Brotherhood, Aryan Brotherhood of Texas, and the Aryan Circle as examples of 
white supremacist 

prison-based gangs which are radicalization threats. In an investigation in California prisons 
which ended in 1989, the FBI characterized the Brotherhood as a "...violent, white 
supremacist group," and a 2008 DHS intelligence conference in Newport, Rhode Island 
divided violent domestic extremism into three types, and concluded that white supremacist 
groups like Aryan Brotherhood remained a threat and a cause for concern. 

 
Estimates of Aryan Brotherhood membership vary from 15,000 to 20,000 members in and out 
of prison. The Aryan Brotherhood has members inside federal and state prisons, and outside 
on the streets. All members are Caucasian and are either in prison or have been in prison. 
Joining is difficult; new members are on probation for a year, must swear a blood oath for life, 
and commit a violent act to join such as killing a rival inmate or assaulting an officer. The 
Aryan Brotherhood will also at times follow the rule, requiring the murder of a black or 
Hispanic prisoner for entry into the Brotherhood. Members are inculcated with various 
reading materials smuggled into prisons published by Aryan Nations, Militia of Montana, and 
other groups, as well as Mein Kampf, The Art of War, and Machiavelli's The Prince. Early 
members were known to read Western novels by Louis L'Amour, where the self-proclaimed 
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"the Brand" moniker derives from. Therefore, perpetuating an admiration for the outlaw 
gunslingers of the American West. Members also have a fondness for medieval Vikings and 
the pirates of the Golden Age. Criminal activities inside prison walls include male prostitution, 
gambling, extortion, and drug trafficking, primarily involving methamphetamines. Outside 
prison, the AB engages in every kind of criminal enterprise, "...including murder-for-hire, 
armed robbery, gun running, methamphetamine manufacturing, heroin sales, counterfeiting, 
and identity theft," according to the SPLC. Organization After its formation in California 
prisons in the mid-1960s, the Aryan Brotherhood had spread to most California prisons by 
1975. After some of its leaders were sent to federal prisons, they took the opportunity to start 
organizing inside the federal prison system. This ended with the creation of two separate, but 
related organizations, the California Aryan Brotherhood, and the federal prison Aryan 
Brotherhood. As a former top leader said, "They‘re like two related but different crime 
families. They each have their [ruling] commission… but they‘re allies." By the late 1970s, 
these gangs had fewer than 100 members, but their membership grew rapidly as they 
absorbed other racist and skinhead groups, and today these gangs are estimated to have over 
20,000 members in both the federal and state prison systems. In its early days, the group had a 
one-man, one-vote system, but this broke down because of the group's rapid expansion, and it 
was replaced by the establishment of a hierarchical structure, headed by a 12-man council, and 
overseen by a three-member commission. The federal and state systems each had their own 
council and commission. Organization varies somewhat, from prison to prison. For example, 
in the Arizona prison system, members are known as "kindred" and organize into "families." A 
"council" controls the families. Kindred may recruit other members, known as "progeny," and 
serve as a mentor for the new recruits. A sort of internal banking or accounting system was 
instituted, which allowed them to "tax" criminal activity on the streets, and collect 20% on the 
proceeds, money which is then laundered and controlled by the commission. 
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